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Technology Details

*Appendix for “Cellular Communications in a 5G Era”
The 3GPP family of data technologies provides ever increasing capabilities
that support ever more demanding applications. Services obviously need to
provide broad coverage and high data throughput. Less obvious for users, but
as critical for effective application performance, are the need for low latency,
QoS control, and spectral efficiency. Higher spectral efficiency translates to
higher average throughputs (and thus more responsive applications) for more
active users in a coverage area. The discussion below details the progression
of capability for each technology, including throughput, security, latency, QoS,
and spectral efficiency.
This appendix to 5G Americas white paper Cellular Communications in a 5G
Era provides details and historical information on 3GPP releases, 5G, UMTS/
HSPA, and EDGE.
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1. 1G to 5G Evolution
For historical context, “1G” refers to analog cellular technologies that became available in the 1980s. “2G” denotes initial
digital systems that became available in the 1990s that introduced services such as short messaging and lower-speed
data. 3G requirements were specified by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) as part of the International
Mobile Telephone 2000 (IMT-2000) project, which focused significantly on voice capacity improvement, and digital
networks had to provide 144 Kbps of throughput at mobile speeds, 384 Kbps at pedestrian speeds, and 2 Mbps in indoor
environments. UMTS-HSPA and CDMA2000 are the primary 3G technologies. 3G technologies began to be deployed early
last decade and will begin to decline in usage as 4G and 5G become prevalent.
In 2008, the ITU issued requirements for IMT-Advanced, which many people initially used as a definition of 4G. The focus
on 4G was to improve data coverage, capacity, and quality of experience. Requirements included operation in up to-40
MHz radio channels and extremely high Spectral Efficiency. The ITU required peak spectral efficiency of 15 bps/Hz and
recommended operation in up-to-100 MHz radio channels, resulting in a theoretical throughput rate of 1.5 Gbps. In 2009
and 2010, the term “4G” became associated with mobile broadband technologies deployed at the time, such as HSPA+,
WiMAX, and initial LTE deployments. Today, 4G usually refers to HSPA+ or LTE.
The ITU defined 5G requirements in IMT-2020, and since then, 3GPP has developed specifications that address those
requirements.
Table 1 summarizes the generations of wireless technology.
Table 1: 1G to 5G
The interval between each significant
technology platform has been about
ten years. Within each platform,
however, innovators keep improving
the technology. For example, with
2G technology, EDGE significantly
improved data performance compared
with initial General Packet Radio
Service (GPRS) capabilities. Similarly,
HSPA hugely increased data speeds
compared with initial 3G capabilities.
LTE and LTE-Advanced also acquired
continual improvements over the
past decade, including faster speeds,
greater efficiency, and the ability to
aggregate spectrum more flexibly. 5G
capabilities will continue to improve
throughout this decade.
At a high level, 4G LTE provides
a foundation of capability and
knowledge on which 5G (NR and LTE)
will grow, as shown in Figure 1.3
Because each generation of cellular
technology is more efficient, the cost
of delivering data decreases, and so
prices are lower for users, expanding
the number of feasible applications.
The same will be true with 5G, as
analyzed in an Ericsson report and
shown in Figure 2.4 The report states,
“A site fully evolved with 4G and 5G
capacity will deliver mobile data 10
times more cost efficiently than a
basic 4G site does today.”
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Figure 1: Initial LTE as Foundation for 5G Enhancements

Figure 2: Reduced Cost per GB of 5G Compared to 4G
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2. 5G
This section provides early details on aspects of 5G, including architecture, Dynamic Spectrum Sharing, integrated access
and backhaul, and performance. For recent information on 5G see Cellular Communications in a 5G Era white paper.

2.1 5G Technical Objectives
Table 2shows the ITU’s objectives for IMT-2020 (5G) relative to IMT-Advanced (4G).
Table 2: ITU Objectives for IMT-2020 compared with IMT-Advanced5
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Analysis performed by 5G Americas member organizations shows that 5G NR will meet the ITU objectives.8
In supporting different usage scenarios, not all of these objectives will necessarily be simultaneously available. For
example, an IoT application may need to support a large number of devices but at lower throughput rates, while a
vehicular application may need high mobility and low latency.
Figure 2 above shows these tradeoffs.

2.2 5G Architecture Options
3GPP defines a number of different architecture options, shown in the following three figures. In many of these options,
although not all, the 5G network integrates with LTE.
3GPP specified the first phase of 5G in Release 15. So that operators can deploy 5G sooner, 3GPP divided Release 15
into three sets of specifications. The first set of specifications defined how a 5G RAN can integrate with an LTE network
in what 3GPP calls a non-standalone option. In this earliest version (architecture option 3), NR relies on an existing LTE
network, both in the RAN and in the core.
The complete Release 15 specifications also define a 5G-NGC. Figure 3 shows some of the architecture options. Options
3, 4, and 7 are non-standalone options, and options 1, 2, and 5 are standalone.
Figure 3: Release 15 Non-Standalone and Standalone Options

Option 3 is a common initial architecture for deploying 5G because it allows the introduction of NR using an existing
LTE core network. However, Option 2, a standalone configuration with NR radio and 5G core, represents the end-game
architecture. Option 2 provides the most powerful network configuration with the greatest network simplicity.
The benefits of standalone architecture are as follows:
•
•

Enables all 5G use cases to be addressed.
Supports industrial IoT through lower end-to-end latency and higher number of devices.
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•
•

Supports network slicing with which operators can fine tune network QoS to address specific business cases.
Improves edge computing with a more flexible architecture in which traffic steering to a target User Plane Function
(UPF) enables local breakout of data.
• Combination of edge computing with low latency helps realize V2X/URLCC applications.
• Improves coverage with carrier aggregation across bands.9
• Reduces up-switching delays that currently occur in handing off from LTE in a lower band to NR in a higher band.10
• Provides faster connection times via a function called Radio Resource Control (RRC) Inactive.
• Simplifies deployment for private networks where LTE support is not required.
By leveraging virtualization, the standalone architecture employs what is called a Service Based Architecture (SBA). With
SBA, every network function can discover services offered by other network functions. SBA incorporates principles of
modularity, reusability, and self-containment of network functions. See section 3.2.1 “Architecture in Detail” for further
information.
5G Americas states that it, “believes the benefit of focusing on the currently planned Options (3 and 2) will allow the
industry to scale the 5G eco-system . . . The target architecture for the 5G migration is to use SA NR and 5GC as far as
possible, even though LTE/EPC will need to remain for a long time to handle legacy devices.”11 GSMA states in its SA
Option 2 guidelines, “Compared with Non-Standalone (NSA) Option 3, 5G Standalone (SA) Option 2 network demonstrates
advantages in uplink (UL), End-to-End (E2E) latency, edge computing. . .”12 In the United States, AT&T, Dish Networks,
T-Mobile, and Verizon have indicated they will begin deploying standalone 5G, as have Chinese operators.13
Dynamic spectrum sharing, which enables the same radio channel to carry both LTE and NR signals, will facilitate
widespread coverage for NR and hasten the transition to an Option 2 architecture.
The Option 2 standalone architecture will be particularly attractive to enterprises for private deployments using CBRS
spectrum because it dispenses with the overhead of supporting LTE.
The standalone architecture, however, presents logistical challenges in the medium term. For instance, the architecture
requires handset support, a feature lacking in first-generation 5G devices that were developed for Option 3 networks. Also,
so long as operators operate LTE networks to support legacy devices and provide coverage, they will need to operate both
5G core and LTE core networks in configurations such as the one shown in Figure 3.
Figure 4: Combination 5G Core and LTE Core Network14
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Figure 5 shows how these different architecture options provide operators flexibility as they migrate their networks from
LTE to 5G.
Figure 5: Different Migration Paths for LTE to 5G

Figure 6 shows how 5G implements dual connectivity (simultaneous LTE and 5G connections) within the protocol stacks
for some of the different architecture options.
Figure 6: Dual-Connectivity Options with LTE as Master

2.2.1 Architecture in Detail
The overall 5G architecture consists of what 3GPP calls the New Generation Radio-Access Network (NG-RAN) and the 5G
Core (5GC), as shown in Figure 7. The figure shows the Access and Mobility Management Function (AMF); the User Plane
Function (UPF); the NR NodeB (gNB), which is the 5G base station; and the NG and Xn interfaces.
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Figure 7: 5G Architecture15

Figure 8 shows the functional split between the NG-RAN and 5GC.
Figure 8: Functional Split between NG-RAN and 5GC16

Additional capabilities that will be part of Release 15 include:
•
•
•
•

A PDCP packet duplication function to allow redundant transmission of signaling or user data on two bearer paths.
A new protocol layer called Service Data Adaptation Protocol (SDAP) that offers 5GC QoS flows.
A new Radio Resource Control (RRC) inactive state designed for low-latency communications.
A new system information broadcast model that allows on-demand system information instead of always having to
broadcast system information (to reduce overhead in 5G beam sweeping).

Figure 9 shows the 5G Service-Based Architecture (SBA), using HTTP-based APIs, which will provide the following
benefits:17
•
•
•
•

Every network function able to discover services offered by other network functions.
Incorporation of principles such as modularity, reusability, and self-containment of network functions, enabling
deployments to take advantage of virtualization and software technologies.
Standalone operation without dependency on legacy networks.
Flexible and extensible architecture.
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•
•
•

Support for network slicing.
Easier integration with third-party software.
Simultaneous access using the same data connection to local and centralized networks.

Figure 9: 5G Core Service Based Architecture18

The functions performed by the nodes of the 5G network are as follows:
•

Application Function (AF)
»

Fulfils the role of an application server to provide services.

»

The AF can be either a trusted or untrusted function. It can also be within or outside the operator domain.

•

Authentication Server Function (AUSF)
»

Contains the EAP authentication server functionality.

»

Stores computer temporary keys and performs key distribution.

•

Core Access and Mobility Management Function (AMF)
»

Termination point for RAN control plane (CP) interfaces.

»

UE authentication and access security.

»

Mobility management.

»

Session management.

»

Network slice selection (expected).
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•
•

Charging Function (CHF)
Network Exposure Function (NEF)
»

•

Security for access to 5G core nodes.
Network Slice Selection Function (NSFF)

»
•

Selects the set of Network Slice instances for the UE.
NF Repository Function (NRF)

»

Provides Network Function (NF) profiles and supported services.

»

Supports dynamic discovery of network functions.

•

Policy Control Function (PCF)
»

Supports unified policy framework for network behavior.

»

Corresponds for some functions to 4G Policy and Charging Rules Function (PCRF).

»

Supplies some functions from 4G ANDSF.

•
•

Security Edge Protection Proxy (SEPP)
Session Management Function (SMF)
»

Session management (non-access-related functions).

»

Coordination of QoS policy.

»

IP address allocation and management.

»

Policy and charging functions.

»

Policy enforcement.

»

Lawful intercept.

•

Unified Data Management (UDM)
»

•

Subscriber management database and related functions, similar to 4G Home Subscriber Server.
User Plane Function (UPF)

»

Support for multiple configurations, including ones for low latency.

»

Anchor point for intra/inter radio-access technology mobility.

»

External IP interconnect point.

»

Packet routing and forwarding.

»

QoS handling for user plane.

»

Lawful intercept.

»

Roaming interface.

»

Traffic counting and reporting.

•

Application Functions (AF)
»

Operator trusted services.

2.3 5G Performance
Quantifying the 5G user experience is challenging because 5G will be deployed in many configurations, including different
bands and with varying width radio channels. In addition, the throughput rates a user experiences depend on signal
quality, device capability, and network loading.
Integrating information from a variety of sources, including ITU objectives, simulations, and test results, indicates that 5G
NR can:
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Have more consistent performance over the coverage area.
Support peak theoretical rates of 20 Gbps in an 800 MHz radio channel.19
Support 95% of users experiencing at least 100 Mbps (cell-edge throughput) using a 400 MHz radio channel.20
Provide peak user-experienced throughputs of greater than 1 Gbps assuming 400 MHz radio channels.21
Support peak theoretical speeds of more than 4 Gbps.22
Have 25-30% greater spectral efficiency than LTE assuming same-order MIMO and full implementation of 5G
optimizations.23
Support ten times as many devices.

In testing early 5G networks relative to LTE, Signal Research Group reports that it observed average gains of at least
two times with peak performance gains of ten times or higher, depending on the LTE network load and the available LTE
and 5G bandwidth, among other factors.24 The same report indicates measurement of mmWave throughputs in an NFL
stadium that frequently exceeded 1 Gbps and peaked at just over 2 Gbps.
Many operators will offer a combination of 4G and 5G using dual connectivity, with which 5G can augment 4G
performance. For example, Samsung and SK Telecom in South Korea demonstrated a peak rate of 2.65 Gbps by
combining 1.5 Gbps of 5G (100 MHz at 3.5 GHz) with 1.15 Gbps of 4G (65 MHz at 1.8 GHz, 2.1 GHz, and 2.6 GHz).25
Just as LTE throughputs have increased significantly over this decade, 5G performance will continue improving over the
next ten years, as shown in Figure 10.
Figure 10: Global Mobile Average Speeds by Network Type26

2.4 Spectral Efficiency
The evolution of data services is characterized by an increasing number of users with ever-higher bandwidth demands. As
the wireless data market grows, deploying wireless technologies with high spectral efficiency is of paramount importance.
Keeping all other things equal, including frequency band, amount of spectrum, and cell site spacing, an increase in
spectral efficiency translates to a proportional increase in the number of users supported at the same load per user—or,
for the same number of users, an increase in throughput available to each user.
Increased spectral efficiency, however, comes at a price because it generally involves greater complexity for both user and
base station equipment. Complexity can arise from the increased number of calculations performed to process signals
or from additional radio components. Hence, operators and vendors must balance market needs against network and
equipment costs. OFDMA technologies, such as LTE and planned 5G approaches, achieve higher spectral efficiency with
lower overall complexity, especially in larger bandwidths.
As shown in Figure 11, the link-layer performance of modern wireless technologies is approaching the theoretical
limits as defined by the Shannon bound. (The Shannon bound is a theoretical limit to the information transfer rate
[per unit bandwidth] that can be supported by any communications link. The bound is a function of the SNRs of the
communications link.) Figure 11 also shows that HSDPA, 1xEV-DO, and IEEE 802.16e-2005 are all within 2 to 3 decibels
(dB) of the Shannon bound, indicating that there is not much room for improvement from a link-layer perspective.
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Figure 11: Performance Relative to Theoretical Limits for HSDPA, EV-DO, and WiMAX (IEEE 802.16e-2005)27

The curves in Figure 11 are for an Additive White Gaussian Noise Channel (AWGN). If the channel is slowly varying and the
frame interval is significantly shorter than the coherence time, the effects of fading can be compensated for by practical
channel estimation algorithms—thus justifying the AWGN assumption. For instance, at 3 km per hour and fading at 2
GHz, the Doppler spread is about 5.5 Hz. The coherence time of the channel is thus 1 second (sec)/5.5 or 180 msec.
Frames are well within the coherence time of the channel, because they are typically 20 msec or less. As such, the
channel appears “constant” over a frame, and the Shannon bound applies. Furthermore, significantly more of the traffic
in a cellular system is at slow speeds (for example, 3 km/hr. or less) rather than at higher speeds. The Shannon bound is
consequently also relevant for a realistic deployment environment.
As the speed of the mobile station increases and the channel estimation becomes less accurate, additional margin is
needed. This additional margin, however, would impact the different standards fairly equally.
The focus of future technology enhancements is on improving system performance aspects that reduce interference to
maximize the experienced SNRs in the system and antenna techniques (such as MIMO) that exploit multiple links or steer
the beam rather than on investigating new air interfaces that attempt to improve link-layer performance.
MIMO techniques using spatial multiplexing to increase the overall information transfer rate by a factor proportional to the
number of transmit or receive antennas do not violate the Shannon bound because the per-antenna transfer rate (that is,
the per-communications link transfer rate) is still limited by the Shannon bound.
Figure 12 compares the spectral efficiency of different wireless technologies based on a consensus view of 5G Americas
contributors to this paper. It shows the continuing evolution of the capabilities of all the technologies discussed. The
values shown are reasonably representative of real-world conditions. Most simulation results produce values under
idealized conditions; as such, some of the values shown are lower (for all technologies) than the values indicated in other
papers and publications. For instance, 3GPP studies indicate higher HSPA and LTE spectral efficiencies. Nevertheless,
there are practical considerations in implementing technologies that can prevent actual deployments from reaching
calculated values. Consequently, initial versions of technology may operate at lower levels but then improve over time as
designs are optimized. Therefore, readers should interpret the values shown as achievable, but not as the actual values
that might be measured in any specific deployed network.
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Figure 12: Comparison of 3G and 4G Downlink Spectral Efficiency28

The values shown in Figure 12 are not all possible combinations of available features. Rather, they are representative
milestones in ongoing improvements in spectral efficiency. For instance, terminals may employ Mobile Receive Diversity
but not equalization.
Relative to WCDMA Release 99, HSDPA increases capacity by almost a factor of three. Type 3 receivers that include MMSE
equalization and Mobile Receive Diversity (MRxD) effectively double HSDPA spectral efficiency. The addition of dual-carrier
operation and 64 QAM increases spectral efficiency by about 15%, and MIMO can increase spectral efficiency by another
15%, reaching 1.2 bps/Hz. Dual-carrier HSPA+ offers a gain in spectral efficiency from cross-carrier scheduling with
possible gains of about 10%.29
Some enhancements, such as 64 QAM for HSPA, are simpler to deploy than other enhancements, such as 2X2 MIMO.
The former can be done as a software upgrade, whereas the latter requires additional hardware at the base station. Thus,
the figure does not necessarily show the actual progression of technologies that operators will deploy to increase spectral
efficiency.
Beyond HSPA, 3GPP LTE results in further spectral efficiency gains, initially with 2X2 MIMO, then 4X2 MIMO, and then
4X4 MIMO. The gain for 4X2 MIMO will be 20% more than LTE with 2X2 MIMO; the gain for 4X4 MIMO in combination with
interference rejection combining (IRC) will be 70% greater than 2X2 MIMO, reaching 2.4 bps/Hz. This value represents
a practical deployment of 4X4 MIMO, with random phase and some timing-alignment error included in each of the four
transmit paths. CoMP, discussed below, provides a minimal contribution to spectral efficiency.
Higher-order MIMO will increase LTE spectral efficiency further. The section, “LTE-Advanced Antenna Technologies”
explains that 64X2 MIMO can deliver three times the efficiency of 2X2 MIMO. LTE is even more spectrally efficient when
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deployed using wider radio channels of 10+10 MHz and 20+20 MHz, although most of the gain is realized at 10+10 MHz.
LTE TDD has spectral efficiency that is within 1% or 2% of LTE FDD.30
5G will be spectrally more efficient than LTE. The ITU objective was for 5G to be 3 times more spectrally efficient than LTE.
Simulations show this is the case when comparing 5G in a massive MIMO configuration, for example 256 base station
elements, against LTE in 2X2 or 4X4 MIMO configurations. However, massive MIMO techniques planned for 5G can also
be applied to LTE. For the same order of MIMO, simulations show a 25-30% improvement of 5G over LTE, assuming
implementation of all possible 5G optimizations.31
Simulation studies show 5G can achieve 7.8 bps/Hz of spectral efficiency in dense urban deployments at 4 GHz.32
Many of the gains from 5G in mid-band frequencies will be due to the use of Massive MIMO. For instance, A 64T64R
antenna configuration can triple the capacity of a cell relative to 4X4 MIMO for both LTE and 5G NR.33
Figure 13 shows LTE and NR spectral efficiency at 2 GHz and ISD of 200 meters relative to the number of antenna ports
and basic versus advanced configurations.
Figure 13: LTE and NR Spectral Efficiency at 2 GHz and 200 Meters ISD34

Figure 14 shows the same information but at a larger ISD of 750 meters.
Figure 14: LTE and NR Spectral Efficiency at 2 GHz and 750 Meters ISD35
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Figure 15 explains the parameters for the spectral efficiency analysis shown in Figure 13 and Figure 14.
Figure 15: LTE and NR Spectral Efficiency Parameters

At mmWave frequencies, 5G systems may initially operate at lower spectral efficiencies than in mid-bad frequencies.
One simulation analysis by a 5G Americas member indicates a sector spectral efficiency for the downlink, based on four
sectors and 200-meter intersite distance, of 4.2 bps/Hz.
Figure 16 presents mmWave spectral efficiency relative to ISD and SU versus MU MIMO, assuming 100% of the channel
is dedicated to downlink. For different ratios of downlink to uplink, the spectral efficiency scales linearly.
Figure 16: mmWave Spectral Efficiency36
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Figure 17 explains the parameters used for the spectral efficiency analysis shown in Figure 16.
Figure 17: mmWave Spectral Efficiency Parameters

Over time, with improvements in the technology, spectral efficiency will increase.
5G performance in a live network will have large variation depending on deployment, traffic, environment, and other
variables. Consequently, the spectral efficiency simulations should be seen as examples of what can be achieved by the
technology under specific assumptions rather than an indication of an actual spectral efficiency in any specific network
deployment.
Figure 18 compares the uplink spectral efficiency of the different systems.
Figure 18: Comparison of Uplink Spectral Efficiency37
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The implementation of HSUPA in HSPA significantly increases uplink capacity.
With LTE, spectral efficiency increases by use of receive diversity. Initial systems will employ 1X2 receive diversity (two
antennas at the base station). 1X4 diversity will increase spectral efficiency by 50%, to 1.0 bps/Hz, and 1X8 diversity will
provide a further 20% increase, from 1.0 bps/Hz to 1.2 bps/Hz.
It is also possible to employ Multi-User MIMO (MU-MIMO), which allows simultaneous transmission by multiple users on
the same physical uplink resource to increase spectral efficiency. MU-MIMO will provide a 15% to 20% spectral efficiency
gain, with actual increases depending on how well link adaptation is implemented. The figure uses a conservative 15%
gain, showing MU-MIMO with a 1X4 antenna configuration increasing spectral efficiency by 15%, to 1.15 bps/Hz, and 2X4
MU-MIMO a further 15%, to 1.3 bps/Hz.
In Release 11, uplink CoMP using 1X2 increases efficiency from .65 bps/Hz to 1.0 bps/Hz. Many of the techniques used
to improve LTE spectral efficiency can also be applied to HSPA since they are independent of the radio interface.
Figure 19 compares voice spectral efficiency.
Figure 19: Comparison of Voice Spectral Efficiency38

Figure 19 shows UMTS Release 99 with AMR 12.2 Kbps, 7.95 Kbps, and 5.9 Kbps vocoders. The AMR 12.2 Kbps vocoder
provides superior voice quality in good (for example, static and indoor) channel conditions.
UMTS has dynamic adaptation between vocoder rates, enabling enhanced voice quality compared with EVRC at the
expense of capacity in situations that are not capacity limited. With the addition of mobile receive diversity, UMTS circuitswitched voice capacity could reach 120 Erlangs in 5+5 MHz.
VoIP Erlangs in this paper are defined as the average number of concurrent VoIP users that can be supported over a
defined period of time (often one hour) assuming a Poisson arrival process and meeting a specified outage criterion
(often less than 2% of the users exhibiting greater than 1% frame-error rate). Depending on the specific enhancements
implemented, voice capacity could double over existing circuit-switched systems. These gains do not derive through use of
VoIP, but rather from advances in radio techniques applied to the data channels. Many of these same advances may also
be applied to current circuit-switched modes.
LTE achieves very high voice spectral efficiency because of better uplink performance since there is no in-cell interference.
The figure shows LTE VoIP spectral efficiency using AMR at 12.2 Kbps, 7.95 Kbps, and 5.9 Kbps.
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VoIP for LTE can use a variety of codecs. The figures show performance assuming specific codecs at representative bit
rates. For Enhanced Variable Rate Codecs (EVRCs), the figure shows the average bit rate.
The voice efficiency of the wideband AMR voice codec, operating at 12.65 Kbps, is similar to the AMR codec at 12.2
Kbps, with a value of 180 Erlangs for both since both codecs operate at approximately the same bit rate. 1xRTT has voice
capacity of 85 Erlangs in 5+5 MHz with EVRC-A and reaches voice capacity of 120 Erlangs with the use of Quasi-Linear
Interference Cancellation (QLIC) and EVRC-B at 6 Kbps.

3. Multiple Cell Types
Operators have many choices for providing coverage. Lower frequencies propagate further and thus require fewer cells
for coverage. The resulting network, however, has lower capacity than one with more cells, so operators must continually
evaluate cell placement with respect to both coverage and capacity.
Table 3 lists the many types of cells. Note that the distinctions, such as radius, are not absolute—perhaps one reason the
term “small cell” has become popular, as it encompasses picocells, metrocells, femtocells, and sometimes Wi-Fi.
With “plug-and-play” capability derived from self-configuring and self-organizing features, small cells will increasingly be
deployed in an ad hoc manner, anywhere power and backhaul are available, yet will operate in tight coordination with the
rest of the network.
A proliferation of small cells inside buildings will also provide coverage from inside to outside, such as in city streets, the
reverse of traditional coverage that extends from outdoor cells to inside.
Table 3: Types of Cells and Typical Characteristics (Not Formally Defined)
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Historically, increasing the number of cell sites has been the primary method for increasing capacity, providing gains far
greater than what can be achieved by improvements in spectral efficiency alone.
Central to small-cell support is the heterogeneous network architecture, with multiple types of cells serving a coverage
area, varying in frequencies used, radius, and even radio technology used.
HetNets offer significant increases in capacity and improvements, including:
•

Smaller cells, such as open femtocells (home-area coverage) and picocells (city-block-area coverage), inherently
increase capacity because each cell serves a smaller number of users.
• Strategic placement of picocells within the macro cell provides the means to absorb traffic in areas where there are
higher concentrations of users. Locations can include businesses, airports, stadiums, convention centers, hotels,
hospitals, shopping malls, high-rise residential complexes, and college campuses.
• Smaller cells can also improve signal quality in areas where the signal from the macro cell is weak.
Essential elements for practical HetNet deployment are self-optimization and self-configuration, especially as the industry
transitions from tens of thousands of cells to hundreds of thousands, and eventually to millions. Section 39 covers
technical aspects of HetNets in the sections “Heterogeneous Networks and Small Cells” and Section 53 covers “SelfOrganizing Networks.”
While promising in the long term, one immediate challenge in deploying a large number of small cells is backhaul,
since access to fiber is not necessarily available and line-of-sight microwave links are not always feasible. The planned
integrated access and backhaul capability of 5G, however, will help address this problem. Site acquisition and the need
for multiple operators to deploy their own cells in a coverage area are additional challenges.39 Figure 20 depicts the
challenges.
Figure 20: Small-Cell Challenges
Despite these challenges and the
relatively modest number of small
cells deployed today, small-cell
deployments are accelerating.
Rysavy Research projects one million
small cells will be deployed in the
United States by 2027.40
•

In March of 2018, the FCC
issued rules that streamline the
environmental and historical
review process for siting. The
FCC then issued a report and
order in September 2018,
titled “Accelerating Wireline
Broadband Deployment
by Removing Barriers to
Infrastructure Investment,”
that addressed shot clocks
(processing time) for site
applications and fee structures.
5G small-cell considerations
include:

•
»

Due to limited propagation
at mmWave frequencies, 5G
small-cell deployments will
be dense and involve large
numbers of sites. Inter-site
distances (ISDs) will range
from 100 to 300 meters in
many deployments, with 200
meters a typical value.41
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»

The high capacity of mmWave small cells will require multi-Gbps backhaul connections using an expected
combination of fiber, mmWave radio in point-to-point connections, and 5G self-backhaul.

»

The expected use of cloud RAN and centralized base station facilities will simplify equipment at the site, facilitating
dense deployments.

»

Dense deployments will motivate neutral-host (multi-tenant) approaches, but these are outside the scope of
specification efforts.

»

The integrated access and backhaul capability being specified for Release 16 will reduce the number of sites
needing fiber. (See Section 3.2 “5G Architecture” and Section 35 “Integrated Access and Backhaul”.)

»
•

•

Operators could partner with cable operators to leverage existing hybrid fiber-coaxial networks for backhaul and
power.
The effective range of a mmWave small cell depends on multiple factors, including whether line-of-sight is available,
extent of foliage, pole height, whether user equipment is indoors or outdoors, and the types of building materials the
signal must pass through to reach indoor equipment.
Despite the challenges, small cells will ultimately contribute greatly to increased network capacity. Table 4 lists
possible configurations; note that many of these approaches can be combined, such as using picocells and Wi-Fi
offload.

Table 4: Small-Cell Approaches
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4. Neutral-Host Small Cells
Multi-operator and neutral-host solutions could accelerate deployment of small cells.43 Currently, nearly all small-cell
deployments are operator-specific, but in the future, deployments supporting multiple operators could reduce the cost per
operator to provide coverage.
A candidate band for neutral-host small cells is 3.5 GHz, using LTE TDD and MulteFire as potential technologies. WiFi technology also addresses neutral-host configurations at the access level, but it has roaming and authentication
challenges. Hotspot 2.0 (covered in Section 56) addresses roaming and authentication.

5. Massive MIMO
Smart antennas, defined with progressively greater capabilities in successive 3GPP releases, provide significant gains
in throughput and capacity. By employing multiple antennas at the base station and the subscriber unit, the technology
either exploits signals traveling through multiple paths in the environment or does beam steering, in which multiple
antennas coordinate their transmissions to focus radio energy in a particular direction.

6. 4G LTE Advances
6.1 LTE
Initial low-band LTE deployments used 2X2 MIMO on the downlink (two base station transmit antennas, two mobiles
receive antennas) and 1X2 on the uplink (one mobile transmit antenna, two base station receive antennas). In the higher
bands, 2X2 downlink MIMO has been deployed, but it is more common to employ four antennas for uplink reception in a
1X4 configuration. LTE deployments are now using 4X2 MIMO and 4X4 MIMO on the downlink (four base station transmit
antennas). LTE specifications encompass higher-order configurations, such as 4X4 MIMO, 8X2 MIMO, and Multi-User
MIMO (MU-MIMO) on the downlink and 1X4 on the uplink. Practical considerations, such as antenna sizes that are
proportional to wavelength, dictate MIMO options for different bands.
Operators are now also deploying massive MIMO systems, which employ a far larger number of antenna elements at the
base station—64, 128, and eventually even more. 3GPP has developed specifications for massive MIMO for 4G systems
in what it calls full-dimension MIMO (FD-MIMO). Release 14 specifies configurations with up to thirty-two antennas at the
base station.
Massive MIMO is practical even in cellular frequencies. For example, at 2.5 GHz, an 8X8 array using half wavelength
spacing would produce a form factor of 50 cm X 50 cm. Sprint, for example, is deploying sixty-four Transmit and sixty-four
Receive radios at 2.5 GHz.44
Applications of such arrays include beamforming along a horizontal direction as well as beamforming in a vertical
direction, such as to serve different levels of high-rise buildings.
See Section 24 “LTE Smart Antennas” and Section 24.1 “LTE-Advanced Antenna Technologies” for further details about
use of Massive MIMO in LTE.

7. 5G Advanced Antenna
Advanced antenna systems are essential for realizing the potential of 5G NR. For bands below 6 GHz, massive MIMO
focuses on capacity enhancement, whereas for higher bands such as mmWave, massive MIMO focuses on coverage
enhancement. Massive MIMO enables beamforming, improving propagation, and in combination with MU-MIMO, also
improves capacity.45
For 5G initial deployments, base stations typically use 128 to 256 antenna elements below 6 GHz and 256 to 512,
or more, antenna elements at mmWave frequencies. Mobile devices have between four and thirty-two elements. This
configuration supports three-dimensional beamforming.46
Typical configurations for active antennas in mid-band frequencies are 16T16R, 32T32R, and 64T64R. A 64T64R
configuration allows up to sixteen layers of communications.
For a detailed discussion, refer to the 2019 5G Americas white paper, Advanced Antennas Systems for 5G.47
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8. Multicast and Broadcast
Another important new service is video streaming via multicast or broadcast functions. 3GPP has defined multicast/
broadcast capabilities for both HSPA and LTE. Mobile TV services have experienced little business success so far, but
broadcasting uses the radio resource much more efficiently than having separate point-to-point streams for each user. For
example, users at a sporting event might enjoy watching replays on their smartphones. The technology supports these
applications; it is a matter of operators and content providers finding appealing applications.
3GPP Release 14 provides mixed-mode broadcast that employs dynamic switching between unicast and broadcast,
allowing efficient network delivery of identical content to multiple subscribers.

9. Unlicensed Spectrum Integration
Unlicensed spectrum is becoming ever more important to mobile broadband networks. Initial use was rudimentary offload
onto Wi-Fi networks, but now, Wi-Fi networks are becoming more tightly integrated into cellular networks.
Unlicensed spectrum adds to capacity in two ways. First, a huge amount of spectrum is available. Amounts vary by
country, but the United Sates has about 100 MHz in 900 MHz and 2.4 GHz bands, 580 MHz at 5G, 80 to 150 MHz in 3.5
GHz CBRS depending on number of licensed channels, and now 1.2 GHz at 6 GHz. Nevertheless, because the spectrum
is unlicensed, it must be shared with other potential users, and so the amount of capacity it offers depends on usage by
other entities in the environment.
A significant amount of unlicensed spectrum already exists in mmWave bands, with 7 GHz already in use in the United
States (57 to 64 GHz) and an additional 7 GHz in 5G spectrum allocations. Second, unlicensed spectrum is mostly used in
small coverage areas, resulting in high-frequency re-use.
The IEEE 802.11 family of technologies has experienced rapid growth, mainly in private deployments. The latest 802.11
standard, 802.11ax, emphasizes capacity improvements as well as higher throughputs. In the mmWave frequencies,
IEEE has developed 802.11ad, which operates at 60 GHz, and the standards body is currently working on a successor
technology, 802.11ay.
Integration between mobile broadband and Wi-Fi networks can be either loose or tight. Loose integration means data
traffic routes directly to the internet and minimizes traversal of the operator network. This is called “local breakout.” Tight
integration means data traffic, or select portions thereof, may traverse the operator core network. An example is Wi-Fi
calling, which uses the IP Multimedia Subsystem.
Although offloading onto Wi-Fi can reduce traffic on the core network, the Wi-Fi network does not necessarily always have
greater spare capacity than the cellular network. The goal of future integrated cellular/Wi-Fi networks is to intelligently load
balance between the two. Simultaneous cellular/Wi-Fi connections will also become possible. For example, in Release 13,
3GPP introduced link aggregation of Wi-Fi and LTE through LWA and LWIP.
Another approach for using unlicensed spectrum employs LTE as the radio technology, initially in a version referred to as
LTE-Unlicensed, specified by the LTE-U Forum, which works with Releases 10-12 of LTE. In Release 13, 3GPP specified
LAA, which implements listen-before-talk capability, a requirement for unlicensed operation in Europe and Japan. Initially,
carrier aggregation combines a licensed carrier with one or more unlicensed channels. Operating LTE in unlicensed
bands could decrease the need for handoffs to Wi-Fi. Up to 32 unlicensed carriers (of 20 MHz each) can be aggregated to
theoretically access 640 MHz of unlicensed spectrum. LAA has also been specified to operate in the 3.5 GHz CBRS band.
Enhanced LAA (eLAA), specified in Release 14, added uplink use of unlicensed spectrum. Carriers are now deploying LAA
on a widespread basis.
A concern with using LTE in unlicensed bands was whether it would be a fair neighbor to Wi-Fi users. LTE-U based on
Releases 10-12 addressed this concern by selecting clear channels to use and measuring the channel activity of Wi-Fi
users, then using an appropriate duty cycle for fair sharing. License-Assisted Access in Release 13 added listen-beforetalk (LBT) and implemented other regulatory requirements that exist in some countries. 3GPP conducted a study and
concluded that, “A majority of sources providing evaluation results showed at least one LBT scheme for LAA that does not
impact Wi-Fi more than another Wi-Fi network.”48
MulteFire, specified by the MulteFire Alliance, is an application of LTE in unlicensed bands that does not require an
anchor in licensed spectrum, opening up the possibility of deployments by non-operator entities, including internet service
providers, venue operators, and enterprises. Under a roaming arrangement with cellular operators, LTE customers could
roam into MulteFire networks. Figure 21 shows the evolution of the different versions of LTE for unlicensed bands.
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Figure 21: Timeline Relationship of LTE-U, LAA, eLAA, and MulteFire

Release 16 specifies support for unlicensed bands in 5G NR for multiple scenarios, providing operators significant
flexibility in how they take advantage of unlicensed spectrum:
•
•
•
•
•

Scenario A: Carrier aggregation between licensed band NR and NR-U. NR-U may have both downlink and uplink, or
downlink only.
Scenario B: Dual connectivity between licensed band LTE and NR-U.
Scenario C: Standalone NR-U.
Scenario D: An NR cell with DL in unlicensed band and UL in licensed band.
Scenario E: Dual connectivity between licensed band NR and NR-U.

The 3GPP study concluded that NR-U and Wi-Fi will be able to coexist in adjacent channels and that if, “NR-U has similar
leakage and selectivity requirements as LAA, the LAA study can be used to conclude that NR-U will cause less adjacent
channel interference to a Wi-Fi system compared to another Wi-Fi system.”49
•
•

•

While LTE LAA works with the 5 GHz unlicensed band, NR-U is being designed to work with both the 5 GHz and 6
GHz unlicensed bands, and in unlicensed mmWave bands in the future (possibly Release 18).
With LTE, the MulteFire Alliance specified operation of LTE in unlicensed bands without an anchor in licensed bands,
but with 5G, 3GPP is standardizing such operation. The standalone operation will open new use cases, such as
private networks for industrial IoT, mobile broadband for enterprises, and mobile broadband services offered by
entities other than cellular operators.
An alternative approach for integrating Wi-Fi with LTE is LWA. LTE handles the control plane, but connections occur
over separate LTE base stations and Wi-Fi access points. LWA benefits operators that wish to emphasize Wi-Fi
technology for harnessing capacity in unlicensed spectrum. LWIP is a variation of LWA that also integrates LTE and
Wi-Fi, but by integrating at a higher level of the protocol stack (IP instead of PDCP), it facilitates use of existing Wi-Fi
equipment and devices, with integration typically occurring at the eNodeB.

Figure 22 shows how the different technologies exploit licensed and unlicensed spectrum.
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Figure 22: How Different Technologies Harness Spectrum

Table 5 summarizes the different uses of unlicensed spectrum for public mobile broadband networks.
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Table 5: Approaches for Using Unlicensed Spectrum.

Cellular operators are currently emphasizing simple offload to Wi-Fi or LTE-U/LAA.

10.

NR-U in Detail

See Section 10, “Unlicensed Spectrum Integration,” for an overview of this topic. This section explains NR-U in technical
detail suitable for readers who already have a good understanding of 5G NR.
3GPP has been working on adapting LTE and NR to operate in unlicensed spectrum since around 2013. In unlicensed
operation under LTE, the scope was for introducing a licensed assisted access (LAA) mode of operation using unlicensed
band where the primary cell is in a licensed band. In Release 13, the first version of LAA was introduced with unlicensed
carrier as supplemental downlink (DL) for the main use case of improving the DL throughput of a carrier aggregation
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(CA) operation. In Rel.14, uplink (UL) operation was added with Physical Uplink Shared Channel (PUSCH) and Sounding
Reference signal (SRS) added, so that UL throughput under CA was improved as well. Rel ease 15 introduced further
enhancements on the flexibility and efficiency of operation including Autonomous UL (AUL) to support UE contending for
the channel and more flexible starting/ending positions for both DL and UL.
On channel access, because the LTE-LAA was targeting 5GHz band where Wi-Fi was already deployed, the channel access
mechanism was designed not only to comply with regulatory requirements, but also not to degrade the performance of
already deployed Wi-Fi systems. A coexistence evaluation campaign was conducted to determine the energy detection
(ED) threshold to be used and how zealous the LTE-LAA transmission attempts could be in order to guarantee that LTE-LAA
deployment were friendly neighbors to existing Wi-Fi deployment, while providing fair channel access sharing between the
two systems.
In Release 15 when NR was being standardized, a study on porting NR design to unlicensed band was conducted in
parallel, and this effort eventually led to the first release of NR-unlicensed design in Release 16. In the Release 16
NR-U design, Release 15 NR design is the baseline, while channel access mechanism and various enhancements are
introduced to support efficient operation in unlicensed bands. Many features introduced for LTE-LAA are also ported to
Release 16 NR-U, but the scope of Release 16 NR-U is greatly expanded to cover more deployment scenarios including
CA, dual-connectivity (DC) and standalone (SA), as captured in the work item description, repeated below.
•

Scenario A: Carrier aggregation between licensed band NR (Primary Cell [PCell]) and NR-U (Secondary Cell [SCell]).
»

NR-U SCell may have both DL and UL, or DL-only.

»

In this scenario, NR PCell is connected to 5G-CN.

•

Scenario B: Dual connectivity between licensed band LTE (PCell) and NR-U (Primary Secondary Cell [PSCell])
»

•

In this scenario, LTE PCell connected to EPC as higher priority than PCell connected to 5G-CN.
Scenario C: Standalone NR-U

»
•

In this scenario, NR-U is connected to 5G-CN.
Scenario D: A standalone NR cell in unlicensed band and UL in licensed band (single cell architecture).

»
•

In this scenario, NR-U is connected to 5G-CN.
Scenario E: Dual connectivity between licensed band NR and NR-U.

»

In this scenario, PCell is connected to 5G-CN.

As a result, Release NR-U can be deployed with CA to licensed carriers to improve data rates with the assistance of
licensed band as in LTE-LAA and can also be deployed by operators without licensed spectrum or operators not tightly
integrating the licensed and unlicensed carriers, to support more flexible business models.
Release 16 NR-U targets both 5 GHz and 6 GHz bands. For the 5GHz band, a similar coexistence evaluation campaign
as in LTE-LAA has been conducted with observations that in most cases, the NR-U deployment will not degrade the
performance of co-deployed Wi-Fi systems. For the 6GHz band, because both NR-U and Wi-Fi are new systems to be
deployed in the band, there is no commonly agreed fairness criterion.

10.1 Overview of NR-Unlicensed Design
In the development of Release 16 NR-U, the Release 15 NR was used as the baseline, with channel access mechanism
defined and various enhancements introduced to support more efficient operation under unlicensed band requirements.
This section discusses the following aspects:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Channel access mechanism
Waveform changes for operating in unlicensed band
DRS transmission
HARQ enhancements
MAC enhancements
Upper Layer enhancements
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10.2 Channel access
Release 16 NR-U supports two channel access operation modes: dynamic channel access mode (corresponds to Load
Based Equipment in ETSI EN 301 89350) and semi-static channel access mode (corresponds to Frame Based Equipment
in ETSI EN 301 893).
For dynamic channel access mode, the following Listen Before Talk (LBT) mechanisms are defined:
•
•
•
•

Cat 4 LBT with a contention window (Type 1)
Cat 2 LBT with 25 µs gap (Type 2A)
Cat 2 LBT with 16 µs gap (Type 2B)
Cat 1 LBT with no more than 16 µs gap without channel sensing (Type 2C)

A Cat 4 LBT is composed of a 16 µs initial deferral followed by a countdown stage with a step of 9 µs and the number of
countdowns depends on the channel access priority class of the traffic. The Cat 2 LBT with 25 µs gap and 16 µs gap are
defined in Figure 23. The rules to use these LBT mechanisms are summarized in the following four tables. To summarize,
both gNB and UE can acquire a Channel Occupancy Time (COT) with Cat 4 LBT, while a gNB or UE can share the COT
acquired by the other node with Cat 2 or Cat 1 LBT under different conditions. The only exception is the transmission of
discovery Reference Signal (RS), which includes the transmission of Synchronization Signal Blocks (SSBs) and other nonunicast control and data, where under some restriction, 25 µs cat 2 LBT can be used to acquire the COT.
Figure 23: Type 2A and Type 2B LBT for Dynamic Channel Access Mode

Table 6: Channel Access Mechanisms for gNB to Acquire a COT
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Table 7. Channel Access Mechanisms for gNB for Additional DL Transmission in a gNB Acquired COT

Table 8. Channel Access Mechanisms for UE to Acquire a COT

Table 9. Channel Access Mechanisms for UE to Transmit in a gNB Acquired COT

For semi-static channel access, in Release 16 NR-U, only gNB can contend for the channel as a fixed frame period
boundary with period of 1ms, 2ms, 2.5ms, 4ms, 5ms, or 10ms. A fixed frame period contains an idle period at the end
with length being at least 5% of the fixed frame period length or 100 µs, whichever is longer.
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Figure 24. Fixed Frame Period Structure of Semi-Static Channel Access

The channel access rules are summarized in Table 10. To summarize, only gNB can contend for the channel at the
beginning of the fixed frame period, and a UE can share the gNB COT for transmission if gNB DL transmission is detected
in the earlier part of the same COT.
Table 10. Channel Access Mechanisms for gNB and UE in Semi-Static Channel Access Mode

10.3 Waveform changes
The waveform design for NR-U is subject to two set of requirements: The per MHz Power Spectral Density (PSD) limitation
(10dBm/MHz) and the OCB requirement (the UE needs to occupy more than 80% of the bandwidth). To address these
requirements, 3GPP introduced wider-band transmissions for the Physical Random-Access Channel (PRACH), Physical
Uplink Control Channel (PUCCH), and Physical Uplink Shared Channel (PUSCH) .51
For PRACH, on top of the Release 15 NR of length 139 sequence for PRACH for 15KHz and 30KHz SCS, Release 16
NR-U also introduced length 571 sequence and length 1151 sequence for 30KHz and 15KHz Subcarrier Spacing (SCS)
respectively. In this way, the transmission of PRACH occupied about 20MHz bandwidth and the transmission power can
take full advantage of the 10dBm/MHz PSD limitation and 23dBm maximum transmit power to support relatively larger
cell radius. On the other hand, the legacy length 139 sequence PRACH is still supported, and for smaller cells without
uplink link budget issue, multiple frequency domain PRACH occasions can be supported within one 20MHz channel to
support higher PRACH capacity.
Figure 25. NR-U PRACH for 30KHz SCS
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For PUCCH and PUSCH, Physical Resource Block (PRB) interlace structure is introduced to meet OCB requirement and
boost transmit power under PSD limitation. For 30KHz SCS, M=5 interlaces are defined. For 15KHz SCS, M=10 interlaces
are defined. Figure 26 below illustrates how interlaces are defined for 30KHz SCS. The interlaces are defined with respect
to point A, and one interlace is formed by set of resource blocks (RB) M RBs apart.
Figure 26. PRB Interlace Definition with 30KHz SCS

The concept of “RB set” is also introduced which approximately corresponds to one 20MHz channel. For PUSCH, the
resource allocation is defined by continuous RB sets and the set of interlaces. Figure 27 shows an example with PUSCH
allocated over one interlace across two RB sets in which the RBs in the assigned interlace over the two RB sets and the
guard band between the assigned RB sets are allocated for PUSCH.
Figure 27. Illustration of PUSCH Resource Allocation of One Interlace over Two Adjacent RB Sets

For PUCCH, Release 15 NR PUCCH format 0/1/2/3 are extended to PRB interlace waveform similar to PUSCH but
constrained within one RB set. PUCCH format 0/1 in Release 15 is single RB only, and in Release 16, they are extended
to one interlace with 10 or 11 RBs. PUCCH format 2/3 in Release 15 are already multiple RBs but in continuous RBs up to
16 RBs. In Release 16, they are extended to occupy one or two interlaces. If one interlace is used, frequency domain OCC
and pre-Discrete Fourier Transform Orthogonal Cover Code (OCC) are introduced for PUCCH format 2 and 3 respectively to
improve the multiplexing capacity.

10.4 DRS transmission
Discovery RS (DRS) is a concept introduced for NR-U to deliver critical information including PSS/SSS/PBCH blocks (SSB)
and critical system information including System Information Block 1 (SIB1). In NR, for sub-7GHz bands, up to 8 SSBs can
be transmitted every 20ms to support beam sweeping with different SSB positions. There is no quasi-colocation (QCL)
relationship across up to 8 SSBs within one cycle, but SSBs at the same position in different cycles are assumed to be
QCL’ed.
For unlicensed band operation, the gNB transmission are subject to LBT, so there is a chance that the SSBs cannot be
transmitted due to LBT failure. There are two enhancements introduced to support a more reliable delivery of these
critical system information:
•
•
•
•

Cat 2 LBT can be used to start the DRS transmission if the duty cycle of the DRS is no larger than 1/20 and the
length of the DRS is no longer than 1ms
Expand up to 8 SSB positions in 20ms cycle (in Rel-15) to up to 20 candidate SSB positions every 20ms to allow
more transmission opportunities
The first enhancement is introduced simply to allow higher chance for gNB to pass LBT by using Cat 2 LBT instead of
a more stringent Cat 4 LBT, so DRS transmission has higher priority than other control/data transmission.
The second enhancement attempts to increase the chance for one SSB beam to be transmitted under possible
LBT failures. In Figure 28, the concept is illustrated. Out of 20 candidate SSB positions for 30KHz SCS (up to 10
candidate positions for 15KHz SCS), the gNB will indicate a QCL relationship between the candidate positions such
that every 1, 2, 4, or 8 candidate SSBs positions are QCL’ed. In the example in Figure 28, every 8’th candidate SSB
positions are QCL’ed. The gNB can attempt channel access before each candidate SSB position, and if LBT passes,
it can transmit SSB in the next up to 8 candidate SSB positions. For example, if LBT passes before candidate SSB
position 0, gNB can transmit SSB in candidate SSB position 0 through 7. If LBT fails before candidate SSB position
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0, but passes before candidate SSB position 10, the gNB can transmit SSB in candidate SSB position 10 through
17. No matter how the gNB starts transmission, the same candidate SSB positions across different cycle will be
assumed to have the same QCL relationship.
Figure 28. Illustration of SSB Transmission in NR-U

10.5 HARQ Enhancements
For operation in unlicensed band, a major issue with Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (HARQ) operation is scheduled
Acknowledgment/Negative Acknowledgment (ACK/NAK) transmission may not happen due to LBT failure. In Release
15 NR, there is no ACK/NAK transmission failure issue. If ACK/NAK is not received by the gNB, there is no mechanism
to retransmit the ACK/NAK. This was acceptable for Release 15 because the probability for gNB failing to decode
ACK/NAK is small and the gNB can schedule a retransmission of PDSCH to collect ACK/NAK. For unlicensed band
operation, because the channel is shared with other nodes, the transmission of PUCCH or PUSCH carrying ACK/NAK is
not guaranteed, and the probability that the UE failed ACK/NAK transmission cannot be ignored anymore. To solve this
problem, three features have been designed:
•
•
•

Non-numerical K1 indication for ACK/NAK transmission timing
Enhanced dynamic codebook for HARQ ACK
One-shot codebook for HARQ ACK

In Release 15 NR, in a DL grant, the UL ACK/NAK transmission timing is explicitly indicated as K1, relative to the PDSCH
transmission time. In Release 16 NR-U, a non-numerical K1 feature is introduced, such that the gNB does not provide
a time to report ACK/NAK when scheduling the Physical Downlink Shared Channel (PDSCH). Instead, a special nonnumerical K1 is indicated in the DL grant scheduling the PDSCH. The UE will hold on to the ACK/NAK corresponds to the
PDSCH, and report ACK/NAK when a later PDSCH is scheduled with another DL grant with proper K1 timing indicated.
This feature is especially useful for the case that the gNB DL transmission is close to the end of the gNB acquired COT
and if the UE ACK/NAK transmission is using a UE acquired COT with Cat 4 LBT, the probability of transmission may not
be guaranteed. So, there can be benefit if the gNB asks the UE to hold on to the ACK/NAK transmission and trigger the
transmission later when gNB acquires the COT again. The idea is illustrated in Figure 29.
The other two HARQ enhancement features are introduced to support UE ACK/NAK re-transmissions. For enhanced
dynamic codebook design, HARQ ACK group concept is introduced. Within an HARQ ACK group, the already scheduled
ACK/NAK (transmitted or failed to transmit) can be triggered to be retransmitted. Figure 30 shows an example on how the
enhanced dynamic codebook works within one group. For the first PUCCH transmission, gNB schedules the UE to report
HARQ ACK for 3 PDSCH, but the LBT failed for PUCCH transmission. In the next PUCCH occasion, gNB keeps sending
PDSCH with DL grant with the same NFI (new feedback indicator). Thus, the UE will retransmit the HARQ ACK already
transmitted for the group, together with new HARQ ACK, corresponding to the new PDSCH and the PUCCH, containing 7
HARQ ACK bits. This time the LBT passes, and the transmission is successful. In the next DL grant, the gNB will flip the NFI
bit to indicate to the UE the HARQ ACK for the group is already received and no need to be included in the next PUCCH.
Two groups of HARQ ACK can be defined and gNB can also trigger the transmission of HARQ ACK for both groups.
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Figure 29. Illustration of the Usage of Non-Numerical K1 for A/N Scheduling

Figure 30. Illustration of the Usage of Enhanced Dynamic Codebook

Additionally, Release 16 NR-U also defines a type-3 HARQ ACK codebook (one-shot HARQ ACK feedback). In this codebook
design, gNB can trigger the report of ACK/NAK for all configured HARQ processes over all cells by setting a bit in a DL
grant. This operation is illustrated in Figure 31.
Figure 31. Illustration of the usage of one-shot HARQ ACK reporting

10.6 MAC enhancements
•

At the Medium Access Control (MAC) layer, several features were introduced to alleviate the impact of LBT
mechanism on MAC procedures. The main ones are:
• Consistent LBT failure detection and recovery
• Changes to RACH procedures
• Configured Grant (CG) changes
If LBT failures occur consistently on the uplink, it is beneficial to stop further transmission attempts on this cell and take
further action e.g., by changing the cell. To this end, a new mechanism to detect and recover from consistent UL LBT
failures was introduced. The mechanism is similar to the beam failure detection (BFD) and recovery where the detection is
per Bandwidth Part (BWP) and based on all uplink transmissions within this BWP.
Similar to BFD, a timer is re-started with every LBT failure indication from physical layer to MAC; a counter is incremented
with every LBT failure and is reset when the timer expires. When the counter exceeds a configured threshold, consistent
UL LBT failure is declared on this BWP.
For failures on Secondary Cells (SCells), the UE reports this to the corresponding gNB (Maser Node [MN] for Master Cell
Group [MCG], Secondary Node [SN] for Secondary Cell group [SCG]) via a MAC Control Element [CE]. For SpCell (Primary
[PCell]] or Primary Secondary Cell [PSCell)], when consistent uplink LBT failures are detected, the UE switches to another
UL BWP with configured RACH resources on that cell, initiates RACH, and reports the failure via MAC CE. If failures happen
on all such BWPs, SCG failure for PSCell and RLF for PCell is declared.
During RACH procedure, LBT may fail for any of the RACH messages. The changes were aimed at guaranteeing that the
procedure still works for both 4-step RACH and 2-step RACH.
If msg1 in 4-step RACH or msgA in 2-step RACH is not transmitted due to LBT failure, the UE does not increment the
power of the next attempt. If the UE is configured with the above LBT detection/recovery, it also does not increment the
transmission counter; in this case, the failure of RACH is handled by the LBT detection/recovery.
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The LBT failure for transmission of msg2 in 4-step RACH or msgB in 2-step RACH necessitated longer monitoring windows
at the UE to receive these messages. The maximum window duration was increased from 10ms in Release 15 to 40ms.
However, this change caused possible ambiguity of determining the correct initial transmission for which the response
was intended. To solve this, the gNB signals a 2-bit timing information for msg1 or msgA in the corresponding response
message.
The changes to configured grant transmission are mainly due to autonomous retransmission on Configured Grant
(CG) resources, autonomous HARQ process ID and Redundancy Version (RV) selection, and LBT failures. A new CG
retransmission timer was introduced where the UE is allowed to retransmit a packet on a CG after this timer expires
without any ACK from the gNB for the earlier transmission. The UE always prioritizes ongoing retransmissions over new
transmissions. Since the UE signals HARQ ID and RV on CG transmissions, their selection is left to the UE implementation.
NR-U also allows multiple CGs on a BWP where all of them use the above retransmission feature and can also share the
same HARQ ID pool.
There were also relatively minor changes to other MAC procedures. For uplink multi-TTI transmission, the UE is allowed
to select a HARQ process and RV to transmit a generated packet to handle the scenario when the LBT fails for the initial
TTI occasions. To support transmission of DL HARQ feedback during Discontinuous Reception (DRX) operation, if the UE
receives a non-numerical K1 (described in Section 3.4) where the actual Downlink Control Information (DCI) for HARQ
feedback will be coming later, monitoring of downlink control channel was extended in time.

10.7 Upper layer enhancements
For Connected Mode mobility, the only change for NR-U is the support of RSSI and Channel Occupancy (CO)
measurements similar to LTE-LAA. These can be reported periodically or along with other measurement reports.
For Idle/Inactive mode mobility, the rules for checking other cells for reselection were relaxed to handle the cases when
best cell on a frequency belongs to a different PLMN. This is a possible scenario in NR-U since multiple operators can
share the same spectrum without any coordination as long as they meet the channel access rules. To further help the UE
consider only the cells of the home or equivalent PLMN in reselection, a “white-list” of such neighbor cells is broadcasted.
In Release 15 NR, the UE has a single Paging Occasion (PO) for every DRX cycle in Idle/Inactive mode. Since LBT may fail
during a paging transmission attempt, multiple PDCCH monitoring occasions were introduced for NR-U. This allows the
gNB to transmit the paging message when LBT is not successful at the first instance. As monitoring of multiple occasions
increases UE power, gNB can let the UE stop further monitoring when there is no page for that UE by transmitting a Short
Message on paging channel with a newly introduced bit for this purpose. The UE can also stop monitoring when it detects
a paging for other UEs with the assumption that the gNB had access to the channel and thus there is no page for itself.
Similar to LTE-LAA, Channel Access Priority Class (CAPC) can be configured for each data radio bearer (DRB). The signaling
bearers (except for SRB2) always use the highest priority CAPC. The gNB assigns the CAPC by taking into account the
specified mapping between 5QI (QoS indicator) of QoS flows in a DRB. The UE uses this configuration to determine the
CAPC when not signaled by the gNB directly. This applies to all CG transmissions and some dynamic grants, where the UE
selects the lowest priority CAPC among the multiplexed data flows. The exception is when signaling data is transmitted in
which case the CAPC of the packet is same as the CAPC of the highest priority signaling bearer.
Release 16 NR-U also supports access restrictions, policing, and charging for all supported deployment scenarios. For
example, a network can enforce access restrictions for shared spectrum during registration procedure or as part of
mobility restrictions based on the UE’s subscription or other policies. In addition, charging for data usage on shared
spectrum for both as primary or secondary RAT (MN or SN) is supported.

10.8 5G NR Cellular Positioning in Detail52
For an overview, refer to “5G NR Cellular Positioning” in Cellular Communications in a 5G Era white paper. This section
explains NR positioning in technical detail suitable for readers who already have a good understanding of 5G NR.
Location technologies continue to ask for increasingly stringent requirements on accuracy, latency, efficiency and
availability. In many scenarios, achieving such targets, especially with regards to accuracy, would require a combination of
multiple technologies, including: GNSS based solutions, radio-technologies (e.g., LTE networks, Wi-Fi networks, terrestrial
beacon systems, etc.), Inertial Measurement Units (IMU) or sensors. All these technologies are expected to play a
significant role in achieving the location requirements in the future.
Inside the location technology ecosystem, the 3GPP NR radio-technology is uniquely positioned to provide significant value
in terms of reaching the location requirements due to its operation in both low and high frequency bands (i.e., FR1 and
FR2), the utilization of massive antenna arrays which provide additional degrees of freedom and the large bandwidths
(e.g., 100 MHz in FR1 and 400 MHz in FR2). The possibility to use wide signal bandwidth in low and especially in high
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frequency bands brings new performance bounds for user location for well-known positioning techniques based on
OTDOA, UTDOA, E-Cell-ID etc., utilizing timing measurements to locate a UE, but also new technologies introduced in
the NR framework (e.g., Multi-RTT, AoD, AoA). The advances in massive MIMO open up additional degrees of freedom
for accurate user location by exploiting spatial and angular domains of propagation channels in combination with time
measurements that were used in previous cellular technologies.
The NR positioning technologies supported in 5G NR Rel-16 can be categorized in 3 main items: DL-only, UL-only and
DL+UL positioning methods:
Downlink (DL) based positioning:
•
•

DL Time Difference of Arrival (DL-TDOA)
DL Angle of Departure (DL-AoD)

Uplink (UL) based positioning:
•
•
•
•

UL Time Difference of Arrival (UL-TDOA)
UL Angle of Arrival (UL-AoA)
Combined DL and UL based positioning:
Round-trip time (RTT) with one or more neighboring base station (multi-RTT)

In addition, Enhanced Cell-ID (E-CID) is supported based on radio resource management (RRM) measurements. The
various NR positioning methods may be supported in one or more of the following positioning modes:
•
•
•

UE assisted mode: the UE reports position measurements, and the location server performs the computation of a
location estimate. The network may provide assistance data to the UE to enable position measurements.
UE based mode: the UE performs both position measurements and computation of a location estimate and
assistance data for one or both of these functions is provided to the UE.
Network based mode: A location server derives location measurements using signals transmitted by a UE and
computes a location estimate. The transmission of the UE’s signals may or may not be transparent to the UE.

10.9 Downlink Time Difference of Arrival (DL-TDOA) Positioning
This method is based on Time of Arrival (TOA) measurements of DL signals, DL Positioning Reference Signals (DL PRS)
described in detail in Section 5.1, which are transmitted from multiple Time Relative Positionings (TRPs). Using the TOA
measurements at the UE, Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA) measurements are calculated using a common TOA reference
(which can be the estimated TOA associated with a specific TRP, or even with a specific beam of a TRP). The calculated
TDOAs are referred to as DL Reference Signal Time Difference (DL-RSTD) measurements. The principle of NR DL-TDOA is
similar to corresponding methods from previous generations of cellular systems, e.g., Observed Time Difference of Arrival
(OTDOA) in LTE and UMTS, Advanced Forward Link Trilateration (AFLT) in CDMA, or Enhanced Observed Time Difference
(E-OTD) in GSM.
Figure 32.
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To assist the UE in performing the DL-RSTD measurements, the UE receives assistance data from a Location Server (LMF).
The assistance data may be delivered in a dedicated (UE-specific) manner or a broadcast manner (See Section 6.2).
The DL-TDOA assistance data contains a list of candidate TRPs together with their DL-PRS signal configurations. Multiple
DL-PRS resources can be configured to be transmitted from each candidate TRP. For example, each PRS resource may
correspond to a different transmit beam of the TRP, a feature that is especially useful for mid/high-band scenarios in FR1
and mmW deployments. The UE then tries to detect the DL-PRS from each candidate TRP and measures the TOAs from
which the TDOAs are calculated.
•
•

In case of UE-assisted mode, the UE provides the measurements to the location server
In case of UE-based mode, the location assistance data include the geographical locations of the candidate TRPs
and the Real Time Differences (RTDs). With this information, the UE is able to calculate the location (possibly using
other location measurements available at the UE in case of “hybrid location”) and may provide the location estimate
to the server.

10.10 Downlink Angle-of-Departure (DL-AoD) Positioning
Downlink Angle-of-Departure (AoD) positioning is based on per-beam RSRP measurements of DL-PRS performed at the UE
(DL-PRS Reference Signal Received Power (DL-PRS RSRP) measurement). In this method, the TRPs transmit beamformed
DL-PRS in a beam sweeping manner that may be measured by the UE. A UE may report up to 8 RSRP measurements,
derived on different DL-PRS resources, or in other words, derived on different Tx beams of the same TRP. The UE RSRP
measurement vector can be considered as a “RF fingerprint” and AoD calculation may be performed using a pattern
matching approach. By comparing the measured DL-PRS RSRP vector to the fingerprints of all pre-stored angles, a
e.g., maximum likelihood algorithm can be used to estimate the Azimuth Angle of Departure (AOD) and Zenith Angle of
Departure (ZOD). As with any pattern matching approach, a data base of reference “fingerprints” must be available, which
in this case, requires the beam spatial information.
Figure 33.
Similar to DL-TDOA, the UE requires assistance data for
performing the measurements, including a list of candidate
TRPs together with the DL-PRS signal configuration. In FR2,
additional feedback from the UE is supported, which can be
used to inform whether 2 or more RSRP measurements were
derived using a fixed RX beam. Such an additional reporting
is needed for DL-AoD method because the UE may have
to perform other operations for normal communication in
parallel to positioning measurements, and therefore it may
not always be possible to use a fixed/same RX beam for
the DL-PRS RSRP measurements. If the UE is not using the
same Rx beam when receiving multiple PRS resources of
the same TRP, then the RSRPs measurements are not only
representative of the DL Beam sweeping and the RF pattern
of the gNB, but they are affected by the UE-chosen Rx beam.
For UE-based mode, the UE requires additional assistance
data including the TRP geographic locations (similar
to DL-TDOA) and the DL-PRS beam information (e.g.,
beam azimuth, elevation). However, TRP synchronization
information (e.g., RTDs) are not required for DL-AoD
positioning, because DL-AoD also be deployed in loosely
synchronized networks.

10.11 Uplink Time Difference of Arrival (UL-TDOA) Positioning
The UL Time Difference of Arrival (UL-TDOA) is in principle the uplink/downlink dual of the DL-TDOA method: The UE
transmits an UL signal (in NR Rel-16, this corresponds to the SRS for Positioning described in Section 4.2), which is
received by multiple TRPs (serving and neighboring TRPs), each one determining their corresponding TOA. The estimated
TOAs, which are measured and reported with respect to a relative common time scale, are referred to as UL Relative
Time of Arrival (RTOAs). Similar to DL-TDOA, where the DL transmission of different TRPs must be synchronized, the UL
reception points for UL-TDOA must also be synchronized.
In order to obtain the uplink measurements, the TRPs need to know the transmission properties (bandwidth, symbols,
scrambling sequence) of the SRS signals transmitted by the UE for the time period required to calculate uplink RTOA
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measurements. The TRPs receive this information from the location server, such that the TRPs are able to measure the
SRS and derive the RTOA measurements.
The RTOA measurements of all participating TRPs are sent to the LMF, which calculates TDOAs; a procedure that
cancels the unknown transmit time of the UE. Then, similar to DL-TDOA, position calculation can be based on hyperbolic
trilateration.
UL-TDOA is a network-based positioning method, where the positioning operation can be transparent to the UE, especially
for the case of UEs transmitting Rel-15 uplink signals (NR Rel-15 SRS and not the NR Rel-16 SRS for Positioning); The UE
is only required to transmit the UL signal but does not perform any positioning measurements.

10.12 Uplink Angle-of-Arrival (UL-AoA) Positioning
Uplink Angle-of-Arrival (AoA) positioning is another network-based positioning method (similar to UL-TDOA), in which a
TRP (either serving or neighboring TRP) uses the received signal transmitted by the UE to derive the angle of arrival (AOA)
in azimuth and zenith. Similar to UL-TDOA, if the UL signal is defined for communication purposes (NR Rel-15 Sounding
Reference Signals), the UL-AoA positioning can be transparent to the UE. In NR Rel-16 however, the SRS for positioning
was designed for all UL measurements related to positioning and can be reused for UL-AoA, UL-TDOA and M-RTT
positioning (Section 3.5).
Figure 34.
Estimating the angle of arrival requires directional antennas at
the TRPs, which are already readily available at the NR gNBs
in both FR1 and FR2 (e.g., in Massive MIMO deployments).
A straightforward way to estimate the AoA is to perform
receive beam steering; electronically steer beams in a set of
fixed directions and look for peaks in the output power. Such
approaches typically may have limited angular resolution. Another
way is to perform digital beam steering, or use subspace-based
methods, e.g., multiple signal classification (MUSIC) algorithm,
or estimation of signal parameters through rotational invariance
technique (ESPRIT). These AoA estimation techniques require
digital samples of each antenna element output.
The procedures for UL-AoA positioning are similar to UL-TDOA:
The UE is triggered by the network to transmit an UL signal and
selected TRPs in the neighborhood of the UE are configured
by an LMF via NRPPa to listen to the UE transmission and
measure the UL AoA. However, compared to UL-TDOA no common
time reference is needed at the TRPs, and therefore, UL-AoA
positioning is also suitable for loosely synchronized networks.

10.13 Multi-Round-Trip-Time (Multi-RTT) Positioning
With regards to timing methods supported in cellular technologies, both DL-TDOA and UL-TDOA positioning require
installing and maintaining hardware for very precise base station time synchronization. Loosening these time
synchronization requirements was one of the reasons that NR Rel-16 introduced the Multi-cell RTT positioning method.
Figure 35.

Specifically, Round-Trip-Time (RTT) positioning uses two-way time-of-arrival
measurements and requires in principle no time synchronization between
TRPs, even though in the reality some loose synchronization might be
desired in order to reduce interference and increase hearability from multiple
transmission points. This time synchronization requirement is similar to the TDD
synchronization requirements (e.g., micro-seconds level synchronization instead
of nanoseconds as in case of DL-TDOA and UL-TDOA positioning).
Figure 36 illustrates the principle of obtaining distance information from two-way
time-of-arrival measurements (UL and DL measurements).
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Figure 36: Principle of Multi-RTT using UL and DL measurements

The measurements to support multi-RTT are the UE Rx-Tx Time Difference and gNB Rx-Tx Time Difference Measurement.
In the example of Figure 36, the UE Rx-Tx Time Difference corresponds to (t3-t0) and the e corresponds to (t1-t2), and
therefore, the RTT would be UE Rx-Tx Time Difference + gNB Rx-Tx Time Difference (note, the (t1-t2) difference would be
negative in this example, since t2 occurs after t1).
From the above it should be noted that Multi-RTT positioning requires both DL and UL procedures as illustrated in
Figure 36, which shows a typical procedure on how such operation could take place. Specifically, the following steps are
envisioned:
•

Step 1: the location server (LMF) may request the positioning capabilities of the UE using the LPP Capability Transfer
procedure.
• Step 2: In order to obtain UE UL signal information, the LMF may send a NRPPa message to the serving gNB of the
UE to request SRS for Positioning configuration information for the UE.
• Step 3: The serving gNB determines the resources available for SRS for Positioning and configures the UE with the
UL-PRS Resources at step 3a.
• Step 4: The serving gNB provides the SRS for Positioning configuration information to the LMF in a NRPPa message.
• Step 5: The LMF then provides the SRS for Positioning configuration to the selected gNBs in a NRPPa message. The
message includes all information required to enable the gNBs/TRPs to perform the UL measurements.
• Step 6: The LMF sends the DL PRS Assistance Data message to the UE
• Step 7: A Request Location Information message is sent to request the UE measurements. The UE transmits the ULPRS according to the time domain behavior of UL-PRS resource configuration form step 3a.
• Step 8: The UE performs the UE Rx-Tx Time Difference measurements from all gNBs provided in the assistance data
at step 6, and each gNB configured at step 5 measures the gNB Rx-Tx Time Difference based on UL transmissions
from the UE.
• Step 9: The UE reports the UE Rx-Tx Time Difference measurements to the LMF and
• Step 10: each gNB reports the gNB Rx-Tx Time Difference measurements to the LMF.
• Positioning Estimation step: The LMF determines the RTTs from the UE and gNB Rx-Tx Time Difference
Measurements for each gNB for which corresponding UL and DL measurements were provided at steps 9 and 10
and calculates the position of the UE.
It should be noted that the procedure described above includes actually also the steps that would be needed for DL-only
positioning (DL-TDOA, DL-AoD) or UL-only positioning (UL-TDOA, UL-AoA) as special cases; for DL-only positioning the steps
2, 3, 4, 5, 8b, and 10 are not needed, whereas for UL-only positioning, the steps 6, 7, 8a and 9 are not needed.
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Figure 37: Exemplary Multi-RTT Positioning Procedure.

10.14 Enhanced Cell-ID (E-CID) Positioning
Cell-ID (CID) positioning is another network-based technique that can be used to estimate the position of the UE quickly,
but typically with relative low accuracy. In the simplest case, the position of the UE is estimated to be the position of the
base station it is camped on, however in 5G NR, the Enhanced Cell-ID (E-CID) refers to the positioning method in which the
Radio Resource Management (RRM) Measurements are being re-used for position location of a UE (the measurements
done for operations such as handover to a neighbor cell, such as Reference Signal Received Power (RSRP) or Reference
Signal Received Quality (RSRQ)).
Figure 38.
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In the E-CID positioning, the UE would report the RRM measurements already available (i.e., and not derived on NR Rle-16
Positioning reference signals) to the LMF.

11. Main PHY-layer Enhancements
11.1 DL Positioning Reference Signals (DL PRS)
Table 11: Usage of DL PRS and associated NR Positioning measurements and methods

A variety of configurations are supported in the specification to enable NR Positioning to be applicable in a variety of
deployments (e.g., indoor, outdoor, sub-6, mmW). In short, a DL PRS resource corresponds to a collection of resource
elements arranged in a particular time/frequency pattern inside which pseudo-random QPSK sequences are transmitted
from one antenna port of a TRP.
A UE can be configured with one or more DL PRS resource set(s) from each TRP. Each DL PRS resource set consists of
K≥1 DL PRS resource(s), each one corresponding to a Tx beam. A DL PRS Positioning Frequency Layer is defined as a
collection of DL PRS Resource Sets which have the following common parameters:
•
•
•

the same SCS and CP type
the same value of DL PRS Bandwidth and the same center frequency
the same value of comb-Size

A UE can be configured with up to 4 DL PRS Positioning Frequency Layers.
Figure 39: Structure of DL PRS configuration in NR
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Within a slot, a DL-PRS resource can be configured to span 2, 4, 6, or 12 consecutive OFDM symbols in any higherlayer configured downlink or flexible symbol anywhere in the slot. With regards to the frequency domain pattern, a DL
PRS resource has a comb-like pattern, as illustrated in Figure 39, which means that a QPSK symbol is transmitted on
every Nth subcarrier, where N can take the values 2, 4, 6, or 12 (All potential combinations of comb-type and number of
symbols within a slot are shown in Table 12.
Table 12: Time/Frequency pattern of a DL PRS resource within a slot in NR

Example of a subset of the supported patterns are shown in Figure 40. It should be noted that in all cases supported in
NR, a DL PRS resource is transmitted in at least as many OFDM symbols as the comb-type; for example, if the comb-type
is 4, the PRS resource spans at least 4 symbols. Such a design ensures that a UE can sample all the subcarriers in the
configured bandwidth to avoid time-domain aliasing and spurious peaks in the time-domain channel response.
Figure 40: Examples of DL PRS patterns supported in NR Rel-16 Positioning

The minimum transmission bandwidth of PRS is 24 contiguous Physical Resource Blocks (PRBs), and a maximum
transmission bandwidth of 272 PRBs, which, for different SCS corresponds to different Bandwidth in MHz: For 15 kHz
subcarrier spacing, the minimum DL-PRS bandwidth is about 5 MHz, and the maximum of about 50 MHz. With a 120 kHz
subcarrier spacing, the DL-PRS bandwidth can be up to about 400 MHz.
A DL-PRS resource can be configured to be repeated across slots as follows:
•
•

Using the configuration PRS-ResourceRepetitionFactor, one can control the number of times each PRS Resource is
repeated for a single instance of the PRS Resource Set.
Using the PRS-ResourceTimeGap, the offset in units of slots between two repeated instances of a DL PRS Resource
corresponding to the same PRS Resource ID within a single instance of the DL PRS Resource Set is chosen.
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Figure 41: Examples of DL PRS Patterns Supported in NR Rel-16 Positioning

Using the above two configurations, a variety of different types of DL-PRS resource repetitions can be enabled, as shown
in Figure 42. Repetition of DL-PRS resources has several purposes: First, it enables combining at the Receiver for the
purpose of coverage extension. Second, it enables Rx beam sweeping across the repetitions in FR2, and third, enables the
Muting feature of “Intra-instance Muting” as described later in this section.
Similar to LTE, muting of DL-PRS Resources is also supported in NR Positioning: Muting can turn-off DL-PRS Resources
to reduce the interference in case of colliding DL-PRS Resources across TRPs. Muting is signaled using a bitmap to
indicate which configured DL-PRS Resources are transmitted with zero-power. Two muting options are supported for NR as
illustrated in Figure 42.
Figure 42: Two Muting Options in NR Positioning
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Option 1: Inter-instance Muting (similar to LTE). Muting is applied on each transmission instance of a PRS Resource
Set. Each bit in the bit map corresponds to a configurable number of consecutive instances of a PRS Resource Set
controlled by PRS Muting-Bit Repetition Factor, with values {1, 2, 4, 8}.
Option 2: Intra-instance Muting. Each bit in the bit map corresponds to a single repetition of the PRS Resource within
an instance of a PRS Resource Set

It should be noted that Option 1 and Option 2 muting can also be used together, by applying the logical AND operation
(i.e., a DL-PRS Resource is transmitted when both bits in Option 1 and Option 2 strings have the value 1).

11.2 UL Positioning Reference Signals (SRS for Positioning)
In NR Rel-16 Positioning, the UL Positioning Reference Signal is based on the NR Rel-15 Sounding Reference Signals
(SRS) with enhancements and adjustments for positioning purposes which are summarized later in this section. The SRS
for positioning of NR Rel-16 can be used for the all the NR positioning-related measurements and methods as shown in
Table 13.
Table 13: NR Positioning measurements and methods derived based on SRS for Positioning

Similar to DL PRS resource, an SRS resource for positioning may span a consecutive number of OFDM symbols (1, 2,
4, 8 or 12 consecutive OFDM symbols which can be located anywhere in a slot), and the frequency-domain pattern
has a similar frequency domain staggering as that of the DL PRS resources. In contrast to DL PRS through, an SRS for
positioning is configured by the serving gNB and transmitted within the active UL bandwidth part (BWP) of the UE. To
identify which Radio resources should be used for the transmission of the SRS for positioning, the serving gNB exchanges
messages with location server so that coordination across multiple reception points participating in a positioning session
(e.g., neighboring TRPs) is possible. The specified combinations are summarized in Table 14.
Table 14: Time/Frequency Pattern of an SRS Resource for Positioning within a Slot in NR
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Figure 43: Examples of SRS for Positioning Patterns Supported in NR Rel-16 Positioning

Similar to Rel-15 SRS, an SRS for positioning can be configured for periodic, semi-persistent (MAC-CE activated/
deactivated), or aperiodic (DCI-based triggered) transmission (whereas DL PRS resources are only periodic). A few main
adjustments and enhancements of NR SRS for Positioning compared to regular SRS are the following:
•
•
•
•

•

Multi-symbol SRS resources for positioning are staggered in frequency as shown in Table 14 and Figure 43.
An SRS resource for positioning is a single port, whereas the regular SRS can be multiple ports.
Frequency hopping for SRS for positioning is not supported in Rel-16.
Spatial relation indication for SRS for positioning is supported, but compared to regular SRS, the SRS for positioning
can have a spatial relation to a neighbor TRP. Specifically, as it is well understood, for positioning, the transmitted
signal needs to be received also by neighboring TRPs. To determine an appropriate Tx beam towards neighboring
TRPs, the UE, using reciprocity, may train the Rx beam when receiving DL reference signals from the neighboring
TRPs (either SSB or DL-PRS), and then use the reciprocal Tx beam to transmit the SRS for positioning.
Only open-loop power control is supported, including support for (fractional) path-loss compensation to serving and
neighboring TRPs, where the UE estimates the uplink path loss for serving and neighboring TRPs based on downlink
measurements and sets the SRS transmit power accordingly.

12. Main Upper-layer Enhancements
12.1 LPP for NR Positioning
For the positioning procedures and signaling between a 5G Core Network (5GCN) location server, referred to as Location
Management Function (LMF), and a target UE, the Long-Term Evolution (LTE) Positioning Protocol (LPP) is being used [4].
Interestingly, even though LPP was initially specified for 3GPP LTE Release 9, it has been relatively easy to be extended
with the new technologies as they are being specified (e.g., NR Positioning, sensors, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, AGNSS, and more as
shown in Table 15.
In LPP, a target UE and the LMF communicate in transaction basis, with each transaction being considered as an
independent procedure. It is possible that multiple procedures are in progress at a given instance. Each procedure has
a single objective, e.g., transfer of assistance data, exchange of capabilities, or positioning of a UE. LPP supports all NR
Positioning methods presented in Section 3 and supports capability exchange for UL positioning (UL-TDOA, UL-AoA), even if
the SRS for positioning are actually configured by the serving gNB of the target UE through the RRC protocol.
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Figure 44 : Example of a UE Positioning Procedure in LPP

For example, a typical positioning procedure is expected to start with the LMF requesting the positioning capabilities (Step
1 & 2 in Figure 44). Using these capabilities, the LMF may decide the positioning method(s) to configure to the UE. In
Step 3, the LMF provides the assistance data to the UE which is different for different methods (e.g., a list of TRPs and
corresponding PRS configurations). At Step 4, the LMF then sends a request of positioning measurements, and at Step
5, the UE then performs the requested positioning measurements (in case of UE-based positioning, the UE calculates the
position at Step 6). Finally, at Step 7, the UE provides the position estimate to the LMF (in case of UE-based positioning),
otherwise the UE reports the position measurements and the LMF estimates the UE positioning at Step 8.

12.2 UE-based NR DL-only positioning methods
In LTE, OTDOA relies on the network server to solve for the target device position (i.e., UE-assisted Positioning). This is
typically due to the confidential treatment of the network information by the operators, such as TP locations and network
synchronization. However, this limits the implementation of UE-based positioning and their hybridization with e.g., RATindependent methods (e.g., GNSS, sensors, etc.). For instance, for applications that require an immediate response at
the mobile device, the latency of the position calculation in UE-assisted positioning is inherently longer than UE-based
methods.
NR Rel-16 positioning introduced, in addition to UE-assisted TDOA (similar to LTE), the support of UE-based positioning for
DL-only (DL-TDOA and DL-AoD) methods for the following reasons:
•
•

•
•
•

Enables Low latency positioning: Position fixes can be produced significantly faster after making the measurements.
A UE-assisted alternative would experience delay through RAN and Core Network.
Improves scalability: Data reduction can be done on the UE, and there’s no inherent computational capacity limit
involved with adding more UEs. The UE-assisted alternative requires the location management function serving a
multitude of users, and the LMF would have an upper capacity limit.
Enables new use cases: NR is driven by commercial requirements with support for location-hungry applications on
the UE. Mobility use cases include UE tracking, XR, automotive, factory automation, UE navigation, gaming, etc.
Enables improved performance of existing use cases: Fusion with other measurement types available on the UE can
improve accuracy, availability, responsiveness, integrity and overall reliability of positioning
Decreases UL overhead: If the UE is also the consumer of the location information, no UL data is required. Even if
the UE is not the end-user of the location information, the UE location data content is small. Conversely, the UEassisted alternative would require reporting of a multitude of measurement information with significantly larger data
volume.
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UE-based DL-only NR Positioning methods are enabled in NR Rel-16 Positioning by introducing support of sending the
necessary assistance data (either in dedicated mode or broadcast mode) which include:
•

•

•

Physical 3D location of the TRPs: the location server can provide the coordinates of the antenna reference points
(ARP) for a set of TRPs. For each TRP, the ARP location can be provided for each associated PRS Resource ID per PRS
Resource Set.
Beam Information of the PRS resources: the location server can provide spatial direction information of the DL-PRS
Resources (e.g., azimuth and elevation angle of the boresight direction in which a DL-PRS Resource is transmitted
on)
Real Time Difference (RTD): the relative synchronization difference between two TRPs.

12.3 Broadcast of Assistance Data
Broadcast of assistance data corresponds to the transmission of assistance data in positioning System Information
Blocks (posSIBs). Such signaling can reduce network signaling and load on network elements, reduce latency in obtaining
assistance data at a UE, and reduce UE signaling and power usage. Ciphering of the broadcast assistance data is also
supported in NR, which enables controlled access to location assistance data by a network operator.
There are actually 3 posSIBs that are defined for the purpose of DL-only positioning (DL-TDOA and DL-AOD) which include
the following 3 assistance data elements:
•
•
•

PRS configuration of the TRPs
Location Information of the TRPs
Real Time Difference (RTD)

For each assistance data element, a separate posSIB-type is defined. PosSIBs are actually carried in RRC System
Information (SI) messages and can either be periodically broadcasted; or broadcasted on-demand (i.e., upon request from
UEs); or sent in a dedicated manner to UEs in RRC_CONNECTED (upon request from UEs).
To understand how this feature works, we provide below a typical example of the steps involved:
1. The LMF prepares the posSIBs and scheduling information. The LMF may cipher the assistance data and segments
large assistance data elements.
2. The LMF sends the assistance data groups (per SI message) to the NG-RAN together with scheduling information.
3. The NG-RAN includes the posSIBs in RRC System Information Messages and corresponding scheduling information
in SIB1.
4. If the posSIB types were ciphered, the LMF provides the used ciphering keys, together with a validity time and validity
area for each key.
5. The ciphering key data are provided to the UE in a Registration Accept message.
Figure 45: Example Procedure of Broadcast of Assistance Data for NR Positioning
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12.4 NR Positioning Outlook
In the previous sections, we summarized the key technologies of NR rel-16. With regards to the accuracy that can be met
using these technologies, several evaluations took place across companies in various simulations scenarios (both indoor
and outdoor) [6], where it was concluded that accuracy targets suitable for regulatory and some commercial use cases
can be met. For example, the following horizontal positioning errors were used as commercial accuracy targets for indoor
and outdoor respectively:
•
•

Horizontal positioning error < 3m for 80% of UEs in indoor deployment scenarios.
Horizontal positioning error < 10m for 80% of UEs in outdoor deployments scenarios.

It should be noted however, that in many scenarios, even more strict targets can be met. The simulation campaign and
results appearing in [6] took place before NR Rel-16 Positioning hadn’t started yet. Recent evaluation results that are
performed for the purpose of identifying future enhancements of NR cellular positioning demonstrate that NR Rel-16
Positioning technologies can meet even most stringent accuracy targets. We now provide a few examples for different
scenarios:
•

3GPP UMI channel models at 4 GHz carrier frequency (FR1), 100 MHz PRS bandwidth and 30 KHz SCS for ISD of
200 m and outdoor UEs. The 3GPP NR Rel-16 Evaluation Assumptions shown in [6] were used. In addition to the
assumptions shown in that document, both realistic network sync error, and RTT group delay calibration error (due to
gNB/UE Rx-Tx measurements) are included according to truncated Gaussian distributions [-2*T1,2*T1] nsec where
T1 denotes the RMS error. Both DL-TDOA and Multi-RTT results are shown. We make the following observations:
»

Multi-RTT with realistic group delay calibration error achieves a better horizontal accuracy performance compared
to DL-TDOA with realistic network sync error.

»

A hybrid positioning method of Multi-RTT with AoA may achieve a horizontal accuracy of < 3 meters for 80% of the
outdoor UEs.

Figure 46: Positioning Error, 4 GHz, 100 MHz, 30 KHz - Outdoor

•

3GPP UMI channel models at 30 GHz carrier frequency (FR2), 400 MHz PRS bandwidth and 120 KHz SCS for ISD of
200 m and outdoor UEs. Both DL-TDOA and Multi-RTT results are shown. As it was the case for the UMI FR1 scenario
shown above, we observe that Multi-RTT achieves a better horizontal accuracy performance compared to DL-TDOA
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Figure 47: Positioning Error, 30 GHz, 400 MHz, 120 KHz - Outdoor

•

3GPP Indoor Factory channel model at 3.5 GHz (FR1) and 38 GHz carrier frequency (FR2), 400 MHz PRS bandwidth
and 120 KHz SCS for ISD of 200 m and outdoor UEs.

Figure 48: Positioning Error, 3.5 GHz, 100 MHz - Indoor
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What is next?
3GPP NR Rel-16 specified several positioning technologies to support both regulatory and commercial use cases. This was
however just the first release of NR cellular positioning; the 5G service requirements specified in [1] include High Accuracy
Positioning requirements, which are characterized by very ambitious system requirements for positioning accuracy in
several important verticals of NR. To address the higher accuracy positioning requirements resulting from new industry
verticals, NR Positioning in Rel-17 is currently evaluating enhancements in NR Rel-16 cellular positioning to meet the
following exemplary performance targets with regards to accuracy:

With regards to latency, the target latency requirement is < 100 ms; for some IIoT use cases, latency in the order of 10 ms
is desired for NR Rel-17 positioning.

12.5 Conclusions
5G NR Rel-16 Positioning technologies represent a significant new opportunity beyond Emergency Services and regulatory
services. Improved accuracies that can meet several commercial target requirements are possible mainly due to the 5G
NR wider bandwidth (e.g., 100 MHz in FR1 and 400 Mhz in FR2) and the large number of antennas at the NR gNBs (e.g.,
Massive MIMO in both FR1 and FR2). Several NR Positioning methods can be seamlessly combined with RAT-independent
methods (e.g., sensors, Wi-Fi, A-GNSS), but also within the NR Native positioning methods (e.g., Angle of Arrival/Departure
measurement methods can work complementary to time-based methods). Lastly, NR Positioning has introduced several
methods that do not require tight network synchronization (single-cell RTT / multi-cell RTT / AoA / AOD) and therefore
decrease the network cost of deploying such features, and making meter-level, and sub-meter-level accuracies possible
with cellular positioning.
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13. Dynamic Spectrum Sharing in Detail53
13.1 Driver for DSS
Dynamic Spectrum Sharing (DSS) enables smooth and efficient migration from 4G/LTE to 5G NR by giving both
technologies instant access to the same spectrum. DSS design was driven by the following requirements:
•
•
•

It should be able to release as much of NR’s full potential as possible when LTE traffic intensity is low.
NR should have a minimum impact on LTE latency, coverage, and peak rate, at least when NR traffic load is low.
All legacy LTE devices should be able to access the network for the deployment to be commercially sound. This
implies it is not possible to change the LTE specifications for NR/LTE spectrum sharing.
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13.2 3GPP framework for DSS
3GPP did not define one monolithic solution for spectrum sharing, but rather a set of tools that can be used for building a
spectrum sharing solution for simultaneous operation of LTE and NR. Some of the 3GPP defined tools serve the exclusive
purpose of operating NR and LTE on a common carrier. Other NR configurations, such as various PDCCH mappings or
demodulation reference signal (DMRS) positions, are vital for spectrum sharing.
The network node (eNB or gNB) operating in DSS mode rapidly allocates the time/frequency resources for the actual user
data transmission between LTE and NR, depending on the number of users and priority of their data packets.
An NR device configured with “LTE CRS rate matching” is aware of the resource elements in the time-frequency grid that
carry LTE cell-specific reference signals (CRS) and it does not decode NR data on these resource elements. CRS rate
matching is available for the NR data channel when using 15kHz subcarrier spacing. For higher subcarrier spacing, LTE
CRS rate matching on resource element level is not feasible, as signals transmitted with different numerologies are not
orthogonal and cross subcarrier interference would occur between NR data and interleaved LTE reference signals.
In the UL, LTE applies a 7.5kHz (half a subcarrier) shift to all its UL transmissions. An NR device operating with FDD and its
UL with 15kHz numerology can be configured to apply the same shift. Without a 7.5kHz shift, a frequency guard between
LTE and NR UL is needed.
The 3GPP standard does not give any more additional specific guidance regarding implementation of efficient spectrum
sharing for SA or NSA deployments.
Reference 3GPP specifications include: 38.331; 38.214; 38.101; 38.211

13.3 Device support
Device support is required for DSS. A network implementation must ensure that broadcast transmissions of LTE and NR
(PSS, SSS, MIB, SIBs, TRS and CSI-RS) must be positioned so they are supported by a device operating according to that
Radio Access Technology (RAT), but invisible to a device operating on other technology.

13.4 Methodologies for efficient DSS implementation built on 3gpp framework
Coordinated scheduling at TTI level
NR DL and UL data transmissions are kept separate from LTE data transmissions via coordinated scheduling, which
implies that scheduling decisions are taken every millisecond.
Using MBSFN subframe to transmit NR common channels
NR cell in dynamic spectrum sharing configuration may choose to transmit SSB in an LTE multicast-broadcast singlefrequency network (MBSFN) subframe which has fewer LTE reference symbols, thereby avoid collision between NR and
LTE reference symbols. Other reference symbols of NR can also be transmitted in the MBSFN subframe of LTE.
Transmitting the NR physical control channels
While the 3GPP specification is very flexible where the PDCCH can be transmitted, the mandatory device capability only
requires control channel support within the first three OFDM symbols of a slot. To avoid collisions with LTE CRS, the
NR PDCCH is mapped to the third, or second and third, OFDM symbol in a slot, depending on the LTE reference signal
configuration.
Semi-static rate-matching resource set configuration for Downlink
This functionality enables rate matching around LTE sync and PBCH so that they do not interfere with NR PDSCH. A
mandatory feature for capability signaling is to enable the NR UE to perform rate matching for NR PDSCH around semistatically defined patterns in LTE.

13.5 Summary of some key features supporting DSS
•

LTE CRS rate matching. Ability for NR to map around LTE Cell Specific Reference Signals (CRS):
»

•

Without CRS rate matching, LTE PDSCH capacity is severely reduced.
General rate matching. Similar to CRS rate matching, but maps NR signal around LTE synchronization signal blocks
(SSB) and PBCH.
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•

Mini Slots. Provide solutions for three areas of concern:
»

Allow NR transmission in normal subframes without CRS rate matching.

»

Mini slot (Type B) PDSCH provides alternative to puncturing solution for NR PDSCH broadcasts in Idle and Inactive
modes.

»

In conjunction with other DSS enhancements, mini slots can provide one additional NR PDCCH symbol (total of
two), which could be needed for increased PDCCH capacity and/or better NR coverage.

•

MBSFN subframes. Provide almost clear subframes for NR, without risk of collisions with LTE:
»

Extensive use of MBSFN subframes reduces LTE capacity and throughput.

»

Will be used primarily for SSB, PBCH and SIB1 messaging.

•

Extended PRBs. Additional PRBs available to NR, in guard band of LTE carriers. For reference, extended PRBs
provide a 4% to 6% boost to NR capacity:
»

10MHz NR carrier - 2 additional PRBs.

»

15MHz NR carrier - 4 additional PRBs.

»

20 MHz NR carrier - 6 additional PRBs.

•

Other features supporting DSS:
»

Flexible Type A PDSCH – DSS solution without mini slots.

»

7.5kHz UL shift – avoids the requirement for a guard band between LTE and NR uplink.

»

PDCCH in symbol 2 – NR PDCCH immediately follows symbols reserved for LTE PDCCH.

»

TRS in symbol 6 and 10 - Tracking Reference Signal maintains LTE/NR phase alignment.

»

Flexible CSI-RS placement.

14. Integrated Access and Backhaul in Detail
See the introductory discussion of “Integrated Access and Backhaul” in Cellular Communications in a 5G Era white paper.
As a study item for Release 15, 3GPP has specified the use cases and deployment scenarios as well as the architecture
options for IAB. IAB is expected to support both outdoor and indoor NR cell deployments; stationary relay nodes with fixed
locations will be the main focus of initial work. In future releases, IAB might also be deployed in mobile relay scenarios, for
example, on buses or trains.
Access and backhaul may be on the same (in-band) or different (out-of-band) frequencies. In-band operation requires
tighter interworking to accommodate duplex constraints and to mitigate interference. IAB will work with 5G in both SA and
NSA modes. It will also support multi-hop backhauling and all 5G-specified radio bands. Although specified in Release 16,
IAB will be backward compatible with Release 15 UEs.
3GPP studied multiple architectural approaches for IAB in a study item54 and recommended architecture 1a, currently
being standardized in Release 16. In this architecture, backhauling of F1-U uses an adaptation layer, or GPRS Tunneling
Protocol User, combined with an adaptation layer; while hop-by-hop forwarding across intermediate nodes uses the
adaptation layer for operation with Next Generation Core (NGC) or Packet Data Network (PDN)-connection-layer routing for
operation with EPC.
Figure 49 shows examples for operation in SA and NSA modes: a) UE and IAB-node operate in SA with NGC, b) UE
operates in NSA with EPC while IAB-node operates in SA with NGC, c) UE and IAB-node operate in NSA with EPC.
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Figure 49: Examples for Operation in SA and NSA Modes55

Figure 50 shows the reference diagram for the 1a architecture, which employs a Centralized Unit (CU)/Distributed Unit
(DU) split.
Figure 50: Reference Diagram for Architecture 1a (SA-Mode with NGC)56

The multi-hop capability is flexible, with some nodes communicating over one hop and some over as many as three
hops, as shown in Figure 50. The architecture does not restrict the number of hops, and the maximum practical
number depends on factors such as frequency, cell density, propagation environment, and traffic load. A performance
consideration is that each hop increases latency.
Figure 51: IAB Network with Three hops and 12 UEs57
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15. Performance
See Section 3.3 for an introduction on 5G performance. 5G, with its ability to use wider radio channels than LTE, can
deliver much higher peak and average speeds, with initial estimates listed above in Section 19, “Data Throughput
Comparison.”
Figure 52 shows real world test results, achieving 2 Gbps of throughput in a line-of-sight connection with a 400 MHz radio
channel in a 3:1 TDD configuration.
Figure 52: 5G NR Downlink Measured Performance58

A 5G Americas member contribution shows outdoor testing results in Figure 53, based on field testing of a pre-standards
but representative system under the following conditions: line of sight, 28 GHz, 90:10 TDD, 2X2 MIMO, 64 QAM, outdoor
macro 10-45 meter in height, and street-level measurement.
Figure 53: Pre-Standards Outdoor Test, 28 GHz, DL Throughput, 100 MHz59
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Throughputs will be proportionally higher for bandwidth greater than 100 MHz. In addition, throughputs in non-line-of-sight
conditions will be lower, with the decrease depending on the extent of obstructions or nature of signal propagation, such
as reflections. Finally, different TDD ratios will proportionally change throughput.
Figure 54 shows simulated downlink performance for a 28 GHz mmWave network using different base station ISDs based
on the following simulation parameters.
Access Point Parameters:
•
•

AP512: cross-pol array with 512 physical antenna elements (16,16,2), 256 elements per polarization.
Physical antenna elements: 5dBi max gain per physical element, half wavelength spacing between rows and
columns, elements have 3dB beamwidth of 90 degrees.
Max EIRP = 54dBm and 60dBm (assuming both polarizations are not coherently combined), TX power per PA=
-2dBm and 4dBm respectively. Noise figure of 5dB.
Single TXRU per polarization. 2TXRUs: SU-MIMO with open-loop rank 2 per UE on DL and UL.

•
•

User Equipment:
•

UE32: Dual panel cross-pol array, 2 panels oriented back-to-back with best-panel selection at UE. Each panel is
(4,4,2) with 32 physical elements per panel, 16 physical elements per polarization per panel, half wavelength
spacing between rows and columns.
Total TX power fed to active panel = 23dBm. TX power per PA is 8dBm.
Physical elements in antenna array panel: 5dBi max gain per physical element, elements have 3dB beamwidth of 90
degrees.
Max EIRP = 40dBm in all cases (assuming both polarizations are not coherently combined), noise figure of 9dB.
Single TXRU per polarization. 2 TXRUs: SU-MIMO with open-loop rank 2 per UE on DL and UL.

•
•
•
•

Scenarios:
•
•
•

3GPP NR UMi and 3GPP NR UMa channel model (38.901) modified for all UEs located outdoors.
3-sector and 4-sector hexagonal layout with various ISDs: 100m, 200m, 500m, 1000m.
Base heights of 10m (UMi) and 25m (UMa).

System:
•
•
•
•
•

System bandwidth = 200MHz and 800MHz bandwidth, TDD split of 50-50 (results can be scaled to other TDD splits).
Full Buffer Traffic with PF scheduling, SU-MIMO, average of 15 active UEs per site.
Simulation bandwidth=100MHz: TX powers appropriately scaled to properly model 200MHz or 800MHz operation.
DL scheduling:
»

UE is scheduled on full system bandwidth (200MHz or 800MHz).
UL scheduling: two cases:

»

(A): UE is scheduled across full system bandwidth: UE power is 23dBm into 200MHz or 800MHz.

»

(B): UE is scheduled in 100MHz channels: UE power is 23dBm into 100MHz, UL load is appropriately scaled to
model the UL traffic on that 100MHz carrier.

Key Parameters:
•

Inter-Site Distances of 100, 200, 500, 1000m.

•

Access Point Heights:
»

UMa with 25m Height.

»

UMi with 10m Height.

•

Deployments with 3 versus 4 sectors:
»

same hardware in a 3-sector deployment as in a 4-sector deployment.
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• Access Point EIRP=54, 60 dBm.
• Beam Selection/Beam Refinement with open-loop rank2 baseband precoding.
Results:
•
•

800MHz results.
Showing Mean UE throughput, Cell Edge Throughput (5th-percentile throughput), and Mean Site Throughput.

Figure 54: Downlink Performance, Different ISDs60

Other simulations conclude that a minimum performance of 100 Mbps at the cell-edge, a 5G objective, is possible at ISDs
up to 200 meters, with and without foliage.61
The following three figures are from another simulation study by Ericsson, this one for fixed-wireless access, with the
following key assumptions: 350-meter ISD, 96-antenna base stations, 200 MHz radio channels, 57% allocated to
downlink, 1000 homes per sq. km, 25% of homes using 4K UHD video service at 15 Mbps, building heights of 4 to 10
meters, and trees from 5 to 15 meters.
Figure 55 shows the throughputs available across the coverage area, with many locations able to receive close to 1 Gbps.

Figure 55: Throughput Map of Suburban Area at Low Load62
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Figure 56 shows the proportion of users that can obtain 15 Mbps and 100 Mbps service relative to monthly traffic
volume. Note that the system supports thousands of GBs of service per subscriber per month.

Figure 56: Proportion of Satisfied Users Relative to Monthly Usage63

Figure 57 shows that an ISD of 350 can be used with a combination of indoor, wall-mounted, and rooftop antennas. A
large percentage of users (78%) can use indoor antennas, facilitating deployment.

Figure 57: Breakdown of Indoor, Wall-Mounted, and Rooftop Antennas64

The simulation study shows that 5G fixed wireless access deployments using a larger ISD of 350 meters, translating to 11
base stations per square kilometer, can provide competitive broadband service.
In this environment, handsets with 5G mmWave capability will also be able to access the networks. However, the antennas
they use may not be as effective as the fixed-wireless equipment, so handsets may need to fall back to 4G, depending on
their precise locations. For this reason, the dual connectivity being planned for 5G will play an important role.
Figure 58 shows another simulation study, this one from Intel, using the following assumptions: 28 GHz operation, 2:1
DL:UL ratio, 25% control overhead, 10 bps/Hz maximum downlink spectral efficiency, CPEs placed either north or south
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side of house and one with best SNR chosen, and indoor CPE equipment with 30dB outdoor-to-indoor penetration loss.
Scenario 1 is 60 access points per sq. km. Scenario 2 is 120 access points per sq. km. (Base grid of 40 houses in a
250x200m area with four rows of 10 houses per row, APs placed along streets and alleys, single-family homes, 4 sectors
per AP, and 4.5-meter pole height).

Figure 58: 5G Fixed Wireless Simulation with Different Loading and Densities65

Using 400 MHz and six access points per 40 homes, and 50% loading, the average throughput was more than 1 Gbps.

16. Quality of Service
5G employs a quality-of-service architecture. Similar to LTE, 5G uses QoS Class Identifiers, called 5G QoS Identifiers
(5QIs), to manage parameters such as whether bit rates are guaranteed, guaranteed bit rate, priority level, packet delay
budget, and packet error rate. 5G, however, adds a parameter called default maximum data burst volume, which is the
maximum amount of data the network is required to deliver within a period of the packet delay budget. The section
“Network Slicing” in the Cellular Communications in a 5G Era white paper there is discussion about how 5G networks will
take advantage of QoS.
Release 15 of 3GPP specifications define the 5QIs as follows:
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17. Spectrum Bands for 4G and 5G
3GPP technologies operate in a wide range of radio bands. As new spectrum becomes available, 3GPP updates its
specifications for these bands. Although the support of a new frequency band may be introduced in a particular release,
3GPP specifies ways to implement devices and infrastructure operating on any frequency band, according to releases
previous to the introduction of that particular frequency band. For example, although band 5 (US Cellular Band) was
introduced in Release 6, the first devices operating on this band were compliant with the release 5 of the standard.
The following tables show the 3GPP-defined bands for different technologies, listed in the order of 5G, 4G, and 3G.
Table 17 shows 5G NR bands in frequency range 1, which spans 450 – 6000 MHz.
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Table 18 shows initial 5G NR bands in frequency range 2, which spans 24250 – 52600 MHz.
Table 18: 5G NR Bands in Frequency Range 268

Table 19 details the LTE Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) and TDD bands.
Table 19: LTE FDD and TDD bands69
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18. Data Throughput Comparison
Data throughput is an important metric for quantifying network throughput performance. Unfortunately, the ways in which
various organizations quote throughputs vary tremendously, often resulting in misleading claims. The intent of this paper
is to realistically represent the capabilities of these technologies.
One method of representing a technology’s throughput is what people call “peak throughput” or “peak network speed,”
which refers to the fastest possible transmission speed over the radio link and is generally based on the highest-order
modulation available and the least amount of coding (error correction) overhead. Peak network speed is also usually
quoted at layer 2 of the radio link. Because of protocol overhead, actual application throughput may be up to 10% lower
than this layer-2 value.
Another method is to disclose throughputs actually measured in deployed networks with applications such as File Transfer
Protocol (FTP) under favorable conditions, which assume light network load (as low as one active data user in the cell
sector) and favorable signal propagation. This number is useful because it demonstrates the high-end, actual capability of
the technology in current deployments, referred to in this paper as the “peak user rate.” Average rates are lower than this
peak rate and are difficult to predict because they depend on a multitude of operational and network factors. Except when
the network is congested, however, the majority of users should experience throughput rates higher than one-half of the
peak achievable rate.
Some operators, primarily in the United States, also quote typical throughput rates, which are based on throughput
tests the operators have done across their operating networks and incorporate a higher level of network load. Although
the operators do not disclose the precise methodologies they use to establish these figures, the values provide a good
indication of what users can realistically expect.
Table 20 presents the technologies in terms of peak network throughput rates, peak user rates (under favorable
conditions), and typical rates. It omits values that are not yet known, such as for future technologies.
The projected typical rates for HSPA+ and LTE show a wide range because these technologies exploit favorable radio
conditions to achieve high throughput rates, but under poor radio conditions, throughput rates are lower.
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Table 20: Throughput Performance of Different Wireless Technologies

(Blue Indicates Theoretical Peak Rates, Green Typical)
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Table 20: Throughput Performance of Different Wireless Technologies (cont.)
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Additional information about LTE throughput appears below in the section “LTE Throughput.”

19. Latency Comparison
As important as throughput is network latency, defined as the round-trip time it takes data to traverse the network. Each
successive data technology from GPRS forward reduces latency, with LTE networks having latency as low as 15 msec.
Ongoing improvements in each technology mean that all of these values will go down as vendors and operators fine-tune
their systems. Figure 59 shows the latency of different 3GPP technologies.
Figure 59: Latency of Different Technologies85

The values shown in Figure 59 reflect measurements of commercially deployed technologies, with EDGE Release 7
achieving 70 to 95 msec, HSPA+ 25 to 30 msec, and LTE 15 to 20 msec. A latency goal for 5G is less than 4 msec for
broadband and 0.5 msec for mission-critical applications.

20. Data Consumed by Streaming and Virtual Reality
Table 21 quantifies usage based on advanced video compression schemes such as H.264 and H.265, the type of
application, and usage per day.
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Table 21: Data Consumed by Streaming and Virtual Reality86

21. LTE, LTE-Advanced, and LTE-Advanced Pro
Although HSPA and HSPA+ offer a highly efficient broadband-wireless service that will enjoy success for the remainder of
this decade and well into the next, 3GPP completed the specification for Long Term Evolution as part of Release 8. LTE
offers even higher peak throughputs in wider spectrum bandwidth. Work on LTE began in 2004 with an official work item
started in 2006 and a completed specification early 2009. Initial deployments began in 2010.
LTE uses OFDMA on the downlink, which is well suited to achieve high peak data rates in high-spectrum bandwidth.
WCDMA radio technology is basically as efficient as OFDM for delivering peak data rates of about 10 Mbps in 5 MHz
of bandwidth. Achieving peak rates in the 100 Mbps range with wider radio channels, however, would result in highly
complex terminals, and it is not practical with current technology, whereas OFDM provides a practical implementation
advantage. Scheduling approaches in the frequency domain can also minimize interference, thereby boosting spectral
efficiency. The OFDMA approach is also flexible in channelization: LTE operates in various radio channel sizes ranging from
1.4 to 20 MHz.
On the uplink, however, a pure OFDMA approach results in high peak-to-average power ratio of the signal, which
compromises power efficiency and, ultimately, battery life. Hence, LTE uses SC-FDMA.
LTE capabilities include:
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Downlink peak data rates up to 300 Mbps with 20+20 MHz bandwidth in initial versions, increasing to over 1 Gbps
in subsequent versions through carrier aggregation, higher-order modulation, and 4X4 MIMO.
Uplink peak data rates up to 71 Mbps with 20+20 MHz bandwidth in initial versions, increasing to over 1 Gbps in
subsequent versions.
Operation in both TDD and FDD modes.
Scalable bandwidth up to 20+20 MHz covering 1.4, 3, 5, 10, 15, and 20 MHz radio carriers.
Increased spectral efficiency over HSPA by a factor of two to four.
Reduced latency, to 15 msec round-trip times between user equipment and the base station, and to less than 100
msec transition times from inactive to active.
Self-organizing capabilities under operator control and preferences that will automate network planning and will
result in lower operator costs.

21.1 LTE-Advanced and LTE-Advanced Pro
LTE-Advanced, as specified in Release 10, is a term used for the version of LTE that addresses IMT-Advanced
requirements. The ITU ratified LTE-Advanced as IMT-Advanced in November 2010. LTE-Advanced is both backward- and
forward-compatible with LTE, meaning LTE devices operate in newer LTE-Advanced networks, and LTE-Advanced devices
operate in older, pre-Release 10 LTE networks.
The following lists at a high level the most important features of LTE-Advanced, as well as other features planned for
subsequent releases, including Release 11:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Carrier aggregation.
Higher-order downlink MIMO (up to 8X8 in Release 10).
Uplink MIMO (two transmit antennas in the device).
Coordinated multipoint transmission (CoMP) in Release 11.
Heterogeneous network (HetNet) support including Enhanced Inter-cell Interference Coordination (eICIC).
Relays.

3GPP, from Release 13, has referred to LTE as LTE-Advanced Pro, which includes features such as LAA, LWA, low latency,
and massive MIMO.

22. OFDMA and Scheduling
LTE implements OFDM in the downlink. The basic principle of OFDM is to split a high-rate data stream into a number of
parallel, low-rate data streams, each a narrowband signal carried by a subcarrier. The different narrowband streams are
generated in the frequency domain, and then combined to form the broadband stream using a mathematical algorithm
called an “Inverse Fast Fourier Transform” (IFFT) that is implemented in digital signal processors. In LTE, the subcarriers
have 15 kHz spacing from each other. LTE maintains this spacing regardless of the overall channel bandwidth, which
simplifies radio design, especially in supporting radio channels of different widths. The number of subcarriers ranges from
72 in a 1.4 MHz radio channel to 1,200 in a 20 MHz radio channel.
The composite signal obtained after the IFFT is extended by repeating the initial part of the signal (called the Cyclic Prefix
[CP]). This extended signal represents an OFDM symbol. The CP is basically a guard time during which reflected signals
will reach the receiver. It results in an almost complete elimination of multipath-induced Intersymbol Interference (ISI),
which otherwise makes extremely high data rate transmissions problematic. The system is called orthogonal because
the subcarriers are generated in the frequency domain (making them inherently orthogonal), and the IFFT conserves that
characteristic.
OFDM systems may lose their orthogonal nature as a result of the Doppler shift induced by the speed of the transmitter
or the receiver. 3GPP specifically selected the subcarrier spacing of 15 kHz to avoid any performance degradation in
high-speed conditions. WiMAX systems that use a lower subcarrier spacing (~11 kHz) are more impacted in high-speed
conditions than LTE.
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Figure 60: OFDM Symbol with Cyclic Prefix

The multiple access aspect of OFDMA comes from being able to assign different users different subcarriers over time. A
minimum resource block that the system can assign to a user transmission consists of 12 subcarriers over 14 symbols
in 1.0 msec. Figure 61 shows how the system can assign these resource blocks to different users over both time and
frequency.
Figure 61: LTE OFDMA Downlink Resource Assignment in Time and Frequency

By controlling which subcarriers are assigned in which sectors, LTE can easily control frequency reuse. Using all the
subcarriers in each sector, the system would operate at a frequency reuse of 1; but by using a different one third of the
subcarriers in each sector, the system can achieve a looser frequency reuse of 1/3. The looser frequency reduces overall
spectral efficiency but delivers high peak rates to users.
Beyond controlling frequency reuse, frequency domain scheduling, as shown in Figure 62 can use those resource blocks
that are not faded, not possible in CDMA-based systems. Since different frequencies may fade differently for different
users, the system can allocate those frequencies for each user that result in the greatest throughput. This results in up to
a 40% gain in average cell throughput for low user speed (3 km/hour), assuming a large number of users and no MIMO.
The benefit decreases at higher user speeds.
Figure 62: Frequency Domain Scheduling in LTE87
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23. LTE Smart Antennas
Wireless networks can achieve significant gains by employing multiple antennas, either at the base station, the mobile
device, or both. LTE uses multiple antennas in three fundamentally different ways:
•
•
•

Diversity. So long as the antennas are spaced or polarized appropriately, the antennas provide protection against
fading.
Beamforming. Multiple antennas can shape a beam to increase the gain for a specific receiver. Beamforming can
also suppress specific interfering signals. Beamforming is particularly helpful for improving cell-edge performance.
Spatial Multiplexing. Often referred to as MIMO antenna processing, spatial multiplexing creates multiple
transmission paths through the environment, effectively sending data in parallel through these paths, thus increasing
both throughput and spectral efficiency.

Table 22 shows the varous antenna transmission modes.
Table 22: LTE Transmission Modes88

Being able to exploit different antenna modes based on local conditions produces huge efficiency and performance gains
and is the reason that 3GPP is developing even more advanced antenna modes in subsequent LTE releases.
Precoding refers to a mathematical matrix operation performed on radio symbols to determine how they are combined
and mapped onto antenna ports. The precoder matrix can operate in either open-loop or closed-loop modes. For each
transmission rank for a given number of transmission ports (antennas), there is a limited set of precoder matrices
defined, called the codebook. This helps limit the amount of signaling needed on uplink and downlink.
Fundamental variables distinguish the different antenna modes:
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Single base station antenna versus multiple antennas. Single antennas provide for Single Input Single Output (SISO),
SIMO, and planar-array beamforming. (Multiple Output means the UE has multiple antennas.) Multiple antennas at
the base station provide for different MIMO modes such as 2X2, 4X2, and 4X4.
Single-user MIMO versus multi-user MIMO. Release 8 only provides for single-user MIMO on the downlink. Release
10 includes multi-user MIMO.
Open-Loop versus Closed-Loop. High vehicular speeds require open-loop operation whereas slow speeds enabled
closed-loop operation in which feedback from the UE modifies the transmission. In closed-loop operation, the
precoder matrix is based on this feedback.
Rank. In a MIMO system, the channel rank is formally defined as the rank of the channel matrix and is a measure of
the degree of scattering that the channel exhibits. For example, in a 2x2 MIMO system, a rank of one indicates a lowscattering environment, while a rank of two indicates a high-scattering environment. The rank two channel is highly
uncorrelated and is thus able to support the spatial multiplexing of two data streams, while a rank one channel is
highly correlated, and thus can only support single stream transmission (the resulting multi-stream interference in a
rank one channel as seen at the receiver would lead to degraded performance). Higher Signal to Interference plus
Noise Ratios (SINR) are typically required to support spatial multiplexing, while lower SINRs are typically sufficient
for single stream transmission. In a 4x4 MIMO system channel rank values of three and four are possible in addition
to values of one and two. The number of data streams, however, or more specifically codewords in LTE is limited
to a value of two. Thus, LTE has defined the concept of layers, in which the DL transmitter includes a codeword-tolayer mapping, and in which the number of layers is equal to the channel rank. An antenna mapping or precoding
operation follows, which maps the layers to the antenna ports. A 4x2 MIMO system is also possible with LTE Release
8, but here the channel rank is limited to the number of UE antennas, which is equal to two.

The network can dynamically choose between different modes based on instantaneous radio conditions between
the base station and the UE. Figure 63 shows the decision tree. The antenna configuration (AC) values refer to the
transmission modes. Not every network will support every mode. Operators will choose which modes are the most
effective and economical. AC2, 3, 4, and 6 are typical modes that will be implemented.
Figure 63: Decision Tree for Different Antenna Schemes89

The simplest mode is AC2, referred to as Transmit Diversity (TD) or sometimes Space Frequency Block Code (SFBC) or
even Open Loop Transmit Diversity. TD can operate under all conditions, meaning it works under low SINR, high mobility,
and low channel rank (rank = 1). This rank means that the channel is not sufficiently scattered or de-correlated to support
two spatial streams. Thus, in TD, only one spatial stream or what is sometimes referred as a single codeword (SCW)
is transmitted. If the channel rank increases to a value of two, indicating a more scattered channel, and the SINR is a
bit higher, then the system can adapt to AC3 or Open-Loop Spatial Multiplexing (OL-SM), also referred to as large-delay
Cyclic Delay Diversity (CDD). This mode supports two spatial streams or two codewords. This mode, also called multiple
codeword (MCW) operation, increases throughput over SCW transmission.
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If the rank of the channel is one, but the device is not moving very fast or is stationary, then the system can adapt to
AC6, called closed-loop (CL) precoding (or CL-rank 1 or CL-R1). In this mode, the network receives from the device with
Precoding Matrix Indication (PMI) bits that inform the base station what precoding matrix to use in the transmitter to
optimize link performance. This feedback is only relevant for low-mobility or stationary conditions since in high mobility
conditions the feedback will most likely be outdated by the time the base station can use it.
Another mode is AC4 or Closed Loop Spatial Multiplexing (CL-SM), which is enabled for low-mobility, high SINR, and
channel rank of two. This mode theoretically provides the best user throughput. The figure above shows how these modes
can adapt downwards to either OL TD, or if in CL-SM mode, down to either OL TD or CL R1.
For a 4x4 MIMO configuration, the channel rank can take on values of three and four in addition to one or two. Initial
deployment at the base station, however, will likely be two TX antennas and most devices will only have 2 RX antennas,
and thus the rank is limited to 2.
AC5 is MU-MIMO, which is not defined for the downlink in Release 8.
AC1 and AC7 are single antenna port modes in which AC1 uses a common Reference Signal (RS), while AC7 uses a
dedicated RS or what is also called a user specific RS. AC1 implies a single TX antenna at the base station. AC7 implies
an antenna array with antennal elements closely spaced so that a physical or spatial beam can be formed toward an
intended user.
LTE operates in a variety of MIMO configurations. On the downlink, these include 2X2, 4X2 (four antennas at the base
station), and 4X4. Initial deployment will likely be 2x2 whereas 4X4 will be most likely used initially in femtocells. On the
uplink, there are two possible approaches: single-user MIMO (SU-MIMO) and multi-user MIMO (MU-MIMO). SU-MIMO is
more complex to implement as it requires two parallel radio transmit chains in the mobile device, whereas MU-MIMO does
not require any additional implementation at the device but relies on simultaneous transmission on the same tones from
multiple mobile devices.
The first LTE Release thus incorporates MU-MIMO with SU-MIMO deferred for subsequent LTE releases. An alternate form
of MIMO, originally called network MIMO, and now called CoMP, relies on MIMO implemented (on either the downlink or
uplink or both) using antennas across multiple base stations, as opposed to multiple antennas at the same base station.
This paper explains CoMP in the section on LTE Advanced below.
Peak data rates are approximately proportional to the number of send and receive antennas. 4X4 MIMO is thus
theoretically capable of twice the data rate of a 2X2 MIMO system. The spatial multiplexing MIMO modes that support the
highest throughput rates will be available in early deployments.
For a more detailed discussion of 3GPP antenna technologies, refer to the 5G Americas white paper “MIMO and Smart
Antennas for 3G and 4G Wireless Systems – Practical Aspects and Deployment Considerations,” May 2010.
For advancements in LTE Smart Antennas, see the next section.

23.1 LTE-Advanced Antenna Technologies
Release 10 added significant enhancements to antenna capabilities, including four-layer transmission resulting in peak
spectral efficiency exceeding 15 bps/Hz. Uplink techniques fall into two categories: those relying on channel reciprocity
and those that do not. With channel reciprocity, the eNB determines the channel state by processing a Sounding
Reference Signal from the UE. It then forms transmission beams accordingly. The assumption is that the channel received
by the eNB is the same as the UE. Techniques that use channel reciprocity are beamforming, SU-MIMO, and MU-MIMO.
Channel reciprocity works especially well with TDD since both forward and reverse links use the same frequency.
Non-reciprocity approaches apply when the transmitter has no knowledge of the channel state. Techniques in this
instance include open-loop MIMO, closed-loop MIMO, and MU-MIMO. These techniques are more applicable for higher
speed mobile communications.
For the downlink, the technology can transmit in as many as eight layers using an 8X8 configuration for a peak spectral
efficiency of 30 bps/Hz. This exceeds the IMT-Advanced requirements, conceivably supporting a peak rate of 1 Gbps in
just 40+40 MHz, and even higher rates in wider bandwidths. This would require additional reference signals for channel
estimation and for measurements, including channel quality, to enable adaptive, multi-antenna transmission.
Release 10 supports a maximum of two codewords, the same as previous LTE releases. The release specifies a new
transmission mode (TM-9) that supports SU-MIMO up to Rank 8 (up to eight layers), as well as the ability to dynamically
switch between SU-MIMO and MU-MIMO.
Figure 64 shows the different forms of single-user MIMO in Releases 8, 9, and 10. Release 8 supports only a single layer,
whereas two-layer beamforming is possible in Release 9, and eight layers are possible in Release 10 with eight antennas
at the base station.
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Figure 64: Single-User MIMO90

Figure 65 shows multi-user MIMO options across different releases. Release 8 supports two simultaneous users, each
with one layer using four antennas, while Releases 9 and 10 support four simultaneous users, each with one layer.
Figure 65: Multi-User MIMO91

For four-antenna configurations at the base station, Release 12 improves throughput by adding a feedback mode, called
mode 3-2, in which sub-band precoders and sub-band channel quality indicators are included in the UE’s feedback to the
eNodeB. Release 12 also adds a new codebook that further improves throughput.
As depicted in Figure 66 and Figure 67, compared with the Release 8 codebook, the new Release 12 codebook provides
a 10% gain for both median and cell-edge throughputs. Compared with feedback mode 3-1, feedback mode 3-2 provides
an 18% to 20% gain in median and cell-edge throughput. Jointly, the two methods provide a 28% to 30% gain.
Figure 66: Median Throughput of Feedback Mode 3-2 and New Codebook.92
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Figure 67: Cell-Edge Throughput of Feedback Mode 3-2 and New Codebook93

Release 12 also defines how Active Antenna Systems can use multiple transceivers on an antenna array to dynamically
adjust a radiation pattern.
Release 13 defined full-dimension MIMO, which supported up to 16 antenna ports, and Release 14 added support for up
to 32 antenna ports.
A practical consideration with antennas is that many towers today already support multiple operators, with tower
companies having to manage interference placement, spectrum allocations, and wind and snow load. At higher
frequencies, a single radome (antenna enclosure) can support 4X2 MIMO, but higher-order MIMO may prove impractical
for many deployments.
5G systems operating at much higher frequencies will have an advantage since the antenna arrays will be much smaller
due to the much smaller wavelengths.
Initial massive MIMO techniques applied to LTE, such as full-dimension MIMO using 8, 16, and 64 transmit antennas, can
provide dramatic performance gains, particularly in dense deployments, as shown in Figure 68.

Figure 68: Performance Gains with FD-MIMO Using 200 Meter ISD94
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This figure compares 8X2, 16X2, and 64X2 MIMO performance relative to 2X2 MIMO (normalized to value 100). The
blue bars (case 1) show the supported number of users per sector (referred to as “cell” in the figure) at a fixed resource
utilization (RU) of 70%; the green bars (case 2) show mean user throughput (UPT) at a fixed RU of 70%; and the red bars
(case 3) show system capacity in terms of supported number of users for a given user throughput. Resulting gains are:
•
•

Case 2 (green bars): 1.5X with 8X2, 1.75X with 16X2, and 2X with 64X2 MIMO.
Case 3 (red bars): 2X with 8X2, 2.5X with 16X2, and 3X with 64X2 MIMO.

The primary gains are from azimuth (horizontal dimension) in going from 2X2 to 8X2, and from elevation in going to 16X2
and 64X2. FD-MIMO gains are lower with larger ISD values, such as 500 meters.
3GPP has also studied FD-MIMO and conducted a field trial showing impressive throughput gains, particularly in a highrise scenario.95

24. Carrier Aggregation
Carrier aggregation, first available in Release 10, plays an important role in providing operators maximum flexibility for
using all of their available spectrum. By combining spectrum blocks, LTE can deliver much higher throughputs than
otherwise possible. Asymmetric aggregation (for example, different amounts of spectrum used on the downlink versus the
uplink) provides further flexibility and addresses the greater demand on downlink traffic.
Specific types of aggregation include:
•
•
•
•

Intra-band on adjacent channels.
Intra-band on non-adjacent channels.
Inter-band (700 MHz, 1.9 GHz).
Inter-technology (for example, LTE on one channel, HSPA+ on another). This approach is not currently specified
nor being developed. While theoretically promising, a considerable number of technical issues would have to be
addressed.96 See Figure 69.

Figure 69: Inter-Technology Carrier Aggregation97
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Figure 70 depicts the carrier-aggregation capabilities of different 3GPP releases.
Figure 70: Carrier Aggregation Capabilities across 3GPP Releases98

One anticipated benefit of inter-band aggregation stems from using the lower-frequency band for users who are at the cell
edge, to boost their throughput rates. Though this approach improves average aggregate throughput of the cell by only a
small amount (say, 10%), it results in a more uniform user experience across the cell coverage area.
Figure 71 shows an example of intra-band carrier aggregation using adjacent channels with up to 100+100 MHz of
bandwidth supported. Radio-access network specifications, however, limit the number of carriers to two in Release 10 and
Release 11.
Figure 71: Release 10 LTE-Advanced Carrier Aggregation99
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Figure 72 shows the carrier aggregation operating at different protocol layers.
Figure 72: Carrier Aggregation at Different Protocol Layers100

For a list of band combinations, refer to the 5G Americas white paper, Wireless Technology Evolution Towards 5G: 3GPP
Release 13 to Release 15 and Beyond, February 2017, at section 3.4.3. Figure 73 shows the result of one simulation
study that compares download throughput rates between the blue line, which shows five user devices in 700 MHz and
five user devices in advanced wireless service (AWS) not using CA, and the pink line, which shows ten user devices that
have access to both bands. Assuming a lightly loaded network with CA, 50% or more users (the median) experience
91% greater throughput, and 95% or more users experience 50% greater throughput. These trunking gains are less
pronounced in heavily loaded networks.
Figure 73: Gains from Carrier Aggregation101
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Work in Release 12 is investigating aggregation of joint TDD and FDD carriers.

25. Coordinated Multi Point (CoMP)
Coordinated Multi Point (CoMP) is a communications technique that can improve coverage, cell-edge throughput, and/
or system spectrum efficiency by reducing interference. This technique was thoroughly studied during the development of
LTE-Advanced Release 10 and was standardized in Release 11.
CoMP coordinates transmissions at different cell sites, thereby achieving higher system capacity and improving cell-edge
data rates.
The main principle of CoMP is that a UE at a cell edge location can receive signals from multiple transmission points, and/
or its transmitted signal can be received by multiple reception points. Consequently, if these multiple transmission points
coordinate their transmissions, the DL throughput performance and coverage can improve.
For the UL, signals from the UE received at multiple reception points can significantly improve the link performance.
Techniques can range from simple interference avoidance methods, such as Coordinated Beam Switching and
Coordinated Beam Forming (CBF), to complex joint processing techniques that include Joint Transmission (JT), Joint
Reception (JR), and Dynamic Point Selection.
CoMP architectures include inter-site CoMP, intra-site CoMP, as well as CoMP with distributed eNBs (i.e., an eNB with
distributed remote radio heads). Figure 74 shows two possible levels of coordination.
Figure 74: Different Coordination Levels for CoMP102

In one CoMP approach, called coordinated scheduling and shown in Figure 74, a single site transmits to the user, but
with scheduling, including any associated beamforming, coordinated between the cells to reduce interference between
the different cells and to increase the served user’s signal strength. In Joint Transmission, another CoMP approach
also shown in Figure 75, multiple sites transmit simultaneously to a single user. This approach can achieve higher
performance than coordinated scheduling, but it has more stringent backhaul communications requirements. One simpler
form of CoMP that will be available in Release 10, and then further developed in Release 11, is ICIC. Release 11 of LTE
defines a common feedback and signaling framework for enhanced CoMP operation.
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Figure 75: Coordinated Scheduling/BF and Joint Processing CoMP Approaches103

Release 11 also implements CoMP on the uplink, by which multiple base stations receive uplink transmissions and jointly
process the signal, resulting in significant interference cancellation and improvements to spectral efficiency.
The performance gains expected from CoMP are under discussion in the industry. According to 3GPP document TR
36.819, for the case of resource utilization below 35%, CoMP may provide a 5.8% performance gain on the downlink for
the mean user and a 17% gain for cell-edge users relative to HetNets without eICIC. For resource utilization of more than
35%, CoMP may provide a 17% mean gain and a 40% cell-edge gain.104 CoMP can also be used in combination with
eICIC for additional gains.
In the same 3GPP TR 36.819 document, 3GPP estimates the downlink CoMP gain in spectral efficiency, defined as
average sector throughput for full buffer traffic using JT and 4x2 MU-MIMO as defined in R11, compared with 4x2 MUMIMO based on R10, to be about 3% for intra-eNodeB CoMP. That gain drops to about 9% for inter-eNodeB CoMP in the
case of no delay in the backhaul used to exchange information between eNodeBs. The corresponding gains in cell-edge
user throughput are 20% and 31%, respectively.
When increasing the backhaul latency to a more realistic value of 10 msec for inter-eNodeB, spectral efficiency decreases
to zero, and the cell edge gain decreases to 10%.
The gains for DL CoMP based on Coordinated Scheduling/Coordinated Beamforming (CS/CB) and intra-eNodeB are less
than that provided by JT, with spectral efficiency at 1% and cell edge gains at 4%.
All of the above gains are for FDD networks with cross-polarized antennas at the eNodeBs. For TDD networks, the gains
are higher by virtue of being able to invoke channel reciprocity and thus infer the DL channel directly from the UL channel.
For example, for intra-eNodeB CoMP with JT 4x2 MU-MIMO, the respective gains in spectral efficiency and cell-edge
throughput are 14% and 29%, respectively.
The gains for UL CoMP based on Joint Reception (JR) are greater than the DL gains. For intra-eNodeB CoMP, the average
and cell-edge throughputs are increased to 22% and 40%, assuming two receive antenna paths with SU-MIMO. These
respective gains increase to 31% and 66% for inter-eNodeB CoMP. In addition, UL CoMP does not require standardization
and thus facilitates vendor implementation.
Uplink CoMP assists VoLTE because it improves cell-edge performance, making voice handover more reliable when
traversing between cells. The benefit is analogous to CDMA soft handover; in both cases, the mobile device communicates
with two sites simultaneously.

26. User-Plane Congestion Management (UPCON)
With User-Plane Congestion Management, specified in Release 13, operators have additional tools to mitigate network
congestion in specific coverage areas. Mechanisms include traffic prioritization by adjusting QoS for specific services;
reducing traffic by, for example, compression; and limiting traffic, such as by prohibiting or deferring certain traffic.
3GPP specifications add a new architectural entity, called the “RAN Congestion Awareness Function” (RCAF), that
determines whether a cell is congested, determines the UEs supported by that cell, and informs the Policy Control and
Charging Rules Function (PCRF), which can subsequently apply different policies to mitigate the congestion.105
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27. Network-Assisted Interference Cancellation and
NAICS, a Release 13 capability, enhances the interference cancellation and suppression capability of UEs by using more
information from the network. The fundamental goal of NAICS is to identify and cancel the dominant interferer, not an
easy task when the dominant interferer can be on or off and can change in time and frequency. One analysis estimates an
average performance gain of 7.4% relative to Release 11 Interference Rejection Combining and 11.7% at the cell edge.106
5G Americas members expect even higher performance gains, for example 20%, with implementation-specific scheduling
and as NAICS methods are refined.

27.1 Multi-User Superposition Transmission (MUST)
MUST, specified in Release 14, uses simultaneous transmissions of data for more than one UE within a cell without time,
frequency, or spatial layer separation. The concept relies on a UE close to the base station having low propagation loss
and a UE far from the base station having high propagation loss. The far UE is not aware of, nor interfered by the near
UE transmission. The near UE cancels the far UE interference. The capacity gain grows with the SNR/SINR difference
between the close and far UEs.

28. IPv4/IPv6
Release 8 defines support for IPv6 for both LTE and UMTS networks. An Evolved Packet System bearer can carry both
IPv4 and IPv6 traffic, enabling a UE to communicate both IPv4 and IPv6 packets (assuming it has a dual stack) while
connected through a single EPS bearer. It is up to the operator, however, whether to assign IPv4, IPv6, or both types of
addresses to UE.
Communicating between IPv6-only devices and IPv4 endpoints will require protocol-conversion or proxies. For further
details, refer to the 5G Americas white paper, “IPv6 – Transition Considerations for LTE and Evolved Packet Core,”
February 2009.

29. TDD Harmonization
3GPP developed LTE TDD to be fully harmonized with LTE FDD including alignment of frame structures, identical symbollevel numerology, the possibility of using similar Reference Signal patterns, and similar synchronization and control
channels. Also, there is only one TDD variant. Furthermore, LTE TDD has been designed to co-exist with TD-SCDMA and
TD-CDMA/UTRA (both low-chip rate and high-chip rate versions). LTE TDD achieves compatibility and co-existence with TDSCDMA by defining frame structures in which the DL and UL time periods can be time aligned to prevent base transceiver
station (BTS) to BTS and UE to UE interference to support operation in adjacent carriers without the need for large guard
bands between the technologies. This will simplify deployment of LTE TDD in countries such as China that are deploying
TD-SCDMA. Figure 76 demonstrates the synchronization between TC-SCDMA and LTE-TDD in adjacent channels.

Figure 76: TDD Frame Co-Existence between TD-SCDMA and LTE TDD107
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For LTE FDD and TDD to co-exist, large guard bands will be needed to prevent interference.

30. SMS in LTE
Even if an LTE network uses CSFB for voice, LTE devices will be able to send and receive SMS messages while on the LTE
network. In this case, the 2G/3G core network will handle SMS messaging but will tunnel the message to the MME in the
EPC via the SGs interface. Once an LTE network uses IMS and VoLTE for packet voice service, SMS will be handled as SMS
over IP and will use IMS infrastructure.108

31. User Equipment Categories
LTE specifications define categories of UE, which mainly determine the maximum throughputs of devices but also govern
the number of downlink MIMO layers, as shown in Table 23.
Higher throughput capabilities are possible with 64 QAM and 256 QAM modulation. 3GPP is also defining Category 0 and
Category M devices for M2M, as discussed in Section 42“Internet of Things and Machine to Machine.”
Table 23: UE Categories109
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32. LTE-Advanced Relays
Another capability being planned for LTE-Advanced is relays, as shown in Figure 77.
The idea is to relay frames at an intermediate node, resulting in much better in-building penetration, and with better signal
quality, user rates will improve. Relay nodes can also improve cell-edge performance by making it easier to add picocells at
strategic locations.
Relays provide a means for lowering deployment costs in initial deployments in which usage is relatively low. As usage
increases and spectrum needs to be allocated to access only, operators can then employ alternate backhaul schemes.
Figure 77: LTE-Advanced Relay110

33. Proximity Services (Device-to-Device)
Release 12 defined a capability for devices to communicate directly with one another using LTE spectrum, a feature also
called “operator-enabled proximity services.” With this capability, devices can autonomously discover nearby relevant
devices and services in a battery-efficient manner. Devices broadcast their needs and services and can also passively
identify services without user intervention. The communication between devices is called “sidelink communications” and
uses an interface called “PC5.” Release 12, emphasizing public-safety applications, supports only one-to-many sidelink
communications, whereas Release 13 supports one-to-one sidelink communications between two group member UEs and
between a remote UE and a relay UE.
Initial emphasis of this capability, in both Release 12 and Release 13, is on public safety. Examples of potential consumer
or commercial applications include discovering friends and family (social matching), push advertising for relevant
notifications, tourist bulletins, venue services, crime alerts, home automation, vehicle-to-vehicle communication, and
detecting children leaving the vicinity of their homes. The service is designed to work during infrastructure failures, even in
emergencies and natural disasters. As a new means of communicating, proximity services could result in innovative types
of applications.
The LTE network performs configuration and authentication; however, communication can be either via the network or
directly between devices. To minimize battery consumption, devices synchronously wake up for brief intervals to discover
services. The impact on LTE network capacity is minimal.
As with other location-based services, operators and application developers will need to address privacy concerns.

34. LTE Throughput
The section “4G LTE Advances” above in Cellular Communications in a 5G Era Section 8 and “Data Throughput
Comparison” in the Section 19 provide an overview of LTE throughputs. This section provides additional details.
Table 24 shows initial (Release 8) LTE peak data rates based on different downlink and uplink designs.
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Table 24: LTE Peak Throughput Rates

LTE is not only efficient for data but, because of a highly efficient uplink, is extremely efficient for VoIP traffic. As discussed
in the “Spectral Efficiency” section above, in 10+10 MHz of spectrum, LTE VoIP capacity will reach 500 users.111
Table 25 analyzes LTE median and average throughput values in greater detail for different LTE configurations.
Table 25: LTE FDD User Throughputs Based on Simulation Analysis112

The simulation results represent a consensus view of 5G Americas members working on this white paper project. The goal
of the analysis was to quantify LTE throughputs in realistic deployments. Simulation assumptions include:
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Traffic is FTP-like at a 50% load with a 75/25 mix of indoor/outdoor users.
Throughput is at the medium-access control (MAC) protocol layer. (Application-layer throughputs may be 5 to 8
percent lower due to protocol overhead.)
The 3GPP specification release numbers shown correspond to the infrastructure capability.
The configuration in the first row corresponds to low-frequency band operation, representative of 700 MHz or cellular,
while the remaining configurations assume high-frequency band operation, representative of PCS, AWS, or WCS.
(Higher frequencies facilitate higher-order MIMO configurations and have wider radio channels available.)
The downlink value for the first row corresponds to Release 8 device-receive capability (Minimum Mean Square
Error [MMSE]), while the values in the other rows correspond to Release 11 device-receive capability (MMSE –
Interference Rejection Combining [IRC]).
The uplink value for the first row corresponds to a Maximal Ratio Combining (MRC) receiver at the eNodeB, while the
remaining values correspond to an IRC receiver.
Low-band operation assumes 1,732-meter inter-site distance, while high-band operation assumes 500-meter ISD.
The remaining simulation assumptions are listed in Table 26.
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Table 26: LTE FDD User Throughput Simulation Assumptions113

The assumptions, emphasizing realistic deployments, do not necessarily match assumptions used by other organizations,
such as 3GPP, so results may differ.
Additional insight into LTE performance under different configuration comes from a test performed on a cluster of cells in
an LTE operator’s network, comparing downlink performance of 4X2 MIMO against 2X2 MIMO, and uplink performance of
1X4 SIMO against 1X2 SIMO. The test employed LTE category 4 devices.114
These tests, which were performed in a 20+20 MHz cluster, show significant improvements in cell edge uplink and
downlink throughput, in addition to an overall increase in uplink and downlink throughputs. Specific results include:
•
•
•
•
•

A 100% increase in uplink throughput at the cell edge with 1X4 SIMO compared to 1x2 SIMO.
A 40% increase in downlink throughput at the cell edge with 4x2 closed-loop MIMO compared to 2x2 open-loop
MIMO.
A 50 to 75% increase in downlink throughput with closed loop MIMO compared to transmit diversity modes.
Up to 6dB gains in uplink transmit power with 1X4 SIMO, which directly translates into UE battery savings.
Peak speeds of 144 Mbps with 4X2 MIMO in the downlink and 47 Mbps with 1X4 SIMO in the uplink.
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Another LTE operator’s testing results for LTE in a TDD configuration, using 20 MHz channels, 3:2 DL to UL ratio, and
category 3 devices, showed:
•
•

Peak speeds of 55 Mbps.
Typical speeds of 6 to 15 Mbps.115

Figure 78 shows the result of a drive test in a commercial LTE network with a 10 MHz downlink carrier demonstrating 20
Mbps to 50 Mbps throughput rates across much of the coverage area. Throughput rates would double with a 20+20 MHz
configuration.
Figure 78: Drive Test of Commercial European LTE Network (10+10 MHz)116

Figure 79 provides additional insight into LTE downlink throughput, showing Layer 1 throughput simulated at 10 MHz
bandwidth using the Extended Vehicular A 3 km/hour channel model. The figure shows the increased performance
obtained with the addition of different orders of MIMO. Note how throughput improves based on higher signal to noise
ratio (SNR).
Figure 79: LTE Throughput in Various Modes117
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Actual throughput rates that users experience are lower than the peak rates and depend on a variety of factors:
•
•

RF Conditions and User Speed. Peak rates depend on optimal conditions. Suboptimal conditions include being at the
edge of the cell or moving at high speed, resulting in lower throughput.
Network Loading. Like all wireless systems, throughput rates go down as more devices simultaneously use the
network. Throughput degradation is linear.

Figure 80 shows how dramatically throughput rates can vary by number of active users and radio conditions. The higher
curves are for better radio conditions.
Figure 80: LTE Actual Throughput Rates Based on Conditions118

35. VoLTE and RCS
VoLTE and voice support introduced in Section 10, “VoLTE, 5G Voice, RCS, WebRTC, and Wi-Fi Calling.” This section
provides additional technical detail about the operation of VoLTE and RCS.
Voice in LTE can encompass: no voice support, voice implemented in a circuit-switched fallback (CSFB) mode using 2G or
3G, and VoIP implemented with IMS.
Initial LTE network deployments used CSFB, with which the LTE network carries circuit-switched signaling over LTE
interfaces, allowing the subscriber to be registered with the 2G/3G MSC even while on the LTE network. When there is
a CS event, such as an incoming voice call, the MSC sends the page to the LTE core network, which delivers it to the
subscriber device. The device then switches to 2G/3G operation to answer the call.
Voice over LTE using VoIP requires IMS infrastructure. To facilitate IMS-based voice, vendors and operators created the
One Voice initiative to define required baseline functionality for user equipment, the LTE access network, the Evolved
Packet Core, and the IMS. GSMA adopted the One Voice initiative in what it calls VoLTE, specified in GSMA reference
document IR.92.119 GSMA specifies interconnection and international roaming among LTE networks through the IR.88120
specification. Another specification, IR.94, provides the IMS Profile for Conversational Video Service, a service referred to
as “Video over LTE” (ViLTE).121
For a phone to support VoLTE, it needs software implementing the IMS protocol stack. For example, the iPhone 6 was the
first iPhone to implement such software. Additional software implementing RCS application programming interfaces can
provide applications with access to IMS-based services, such as voice, messaging, and video. The Open Mobile Alliance
has defined RESTful network APIs for RCS that support the following functions: notification channel, chat, file transfer,
third-party calls, call notification, video sharing, image sharing, and capability discovery. As shown in Figure 81, over time,
new profile releases will broaden the scope of these APIs.
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Figure 81: Evolution of RCS API Profiles122

LTE VoIP leverages the QoS capabilities defined for EPC, which specify different quality classes. Features available in LTE
to make voice operation more efficient include Semi-Persistent Scheduling (SPS) and TTI bundling. SPS reduces control
channel overhead for applications (like VoIP) that require a persistent radio resource. Meanwhile, TTI bundling improves
subframe utilization by reducing IP overhead, while in the process optimizing uplink coverage.
Another way to increase voice capacity in LTE and to support operation in congestion situations is vocoder rate adaptation,
a mechanism with which operators can control the codec rate based on network load, thus dynamically trading off voice
quality against capacity.
VoLTE roaming across operators will require network-to-network interfaces between their respective IMS networks. Such
roaming and interconnect will follow initial VoLTE deployments. Different IMS stack implementations between vendors will
also complicate roaming.
One roaming consideration is how operators handle data roaming. LTE roaming can send all visited network traffic back to
the home network, which for a voice call, increases voice latency. For voice calls, the local breakout option would mitigate
this latency.
Using Single-Radio Voice Call Continuity (SR-VCC) and Enhanced SR-VCC, user equipment can switch mid-call to a circuitswitched network, in the event that the user moves out of LTE coverage. Similarly, data sessions can be handed over in
what is called “Packet-Switched Handover” (PSHO).
Figure 82 shows how an LTE network might evolve in three stages. Initially, LTE performs only data service, and the
underlying 2G/3G network provides voice service via CSFB. In the second stage, voice over LTE is available, but LTE covers
only a portion of the total 2G/3G coverage area. Hence, voice in 2G/3G can occur via CSFB or SR-VCC. Eventually, LTE
coverage will match 2G/3G coverage, and LTE devices will use only the LTE network.
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Figure 82: Evolution of Voice in an LTE Network123

Another voice approach, called “Voice over LTE via Generic Access” (VoLGA), defined circuit-switched operation through an
LTE IP tunnel. 3GPP, however, has stopped official standards work that would support VoLGA.
3GPP has developed a new codec, called “Enhanced Voice Services” (EVS), which will include super-wideband voice
capability. For the same bit rate, EVS provides higher voice quality than the other codecs.124 Table 27 summarizes the
features and parameters of the three 3GPP codecs used in LTE.
Table 27: Comparison of AMR, AMR-WB and EVS Codecs125
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Figure 83 shows mean opinion scores (MOS) for different codecs at different bit rates, illustrating the advantage of EVS,
particularly for bit rates below 32 kbps that cellular networks use.
Figure 83: Combined Mean Opinion Score Values126

Table 28 shows EVS (narrowband, wideband, super-wideband) audio bandwidths and bitrates that create subjective
quality equal to or better than AMR or AMR-WB for typical conversational voice scenarios.
Table 28: EVS Compared to AMR and AMR-WB127

Figure 84 compares EVS capacity gains over AMR and AMR-WB for the reference cases shown in Table 28. EVS-SWB at
9.6 kbps almost doubles voice capacity compared to AMW-WB at 23.85 kbps.
Figure 84: EVS Voice Capacity Compared to AMR and AMR-WB128
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36. LTE Ultra-Reliable and Low-Latency Communications
The 3GPP work item for this feature states, “3GPP LTE technology enhancements are needed to serve such new use
cases and to remain technologically competitive up to and beyond 2020. As a candidate technology for ITU IMT-2020
submission, it is motivated to further enhance the LTE system such that it can meet the key IMT-2020 requirements
including those for URLLC in terms of reliability (1-10-5 reliability for small data packets within a latency of 1ms) as well as
latency (≤1ms one way user plane latency).”129

37. Evolved Packet Core (EPC)
3GPP defined the Evolved Packet Core (EPC) in Release 8 as a framework for an evolution or migration of the
network to a higher-data-rate, lower latency, packet-optimized system that supports multiple radio-access
technologies including LTE, as well as and legacy GSM/EDGE and UMTS/HSPA networks. EPC also integrates CDMA2000
networks and Wi-Fi.
EPC is optimized for all services to be delivered via IP in a manner that is as efficient as possible—through minimization
of latency within the system, for example. It also provides service continuity across heterogeneous networks, which is
important for LTE operators who must simultaneously support GSM-HSPA customers.
One important performance-enhancing aspect of EPC is a flatter architecture. For packet flow, EPC includes two network
elements, called “Evolved Node B” (eNodeB) and the Access Gateway (AGW). The eNodeB (base station) integrates the
functions traditionally performed by the radio network controller, which previously was a separate node controlling multiple
Node Bs. Meanwhile, the AGW integrates the functions traditionally performed by the SGSN and Gateway GPRS Support
Node. The AGW includes both control functions, handled through the Mobile Management Entity (MME), and user plane
(data communications) functions. The user plane functions consist of two elements: A serving gateway that addresses
3GPP mobility and terminates eNodeB connections, and a Packet Data Network (PDN) gateway that addresses service
requirements and also terminates access by non-3GPP networks. The MME serving gateway and PDN gateways can be
collocated in the same physical node or distributed, based on vendor implementations and deployment scenarios.
EPC uses IMS as a component. It also manages QoS across the whole system, an important enabler for voice and other
multimedia-based services.
Figure 85 shows the EPC architecture.
Figure 85: EPC Architecture
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Elements of the EPC architecture include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Support for legacy GSM Edge Radio Access Network and UTRAN networks connected via SGSN.
Support for new radio-access networks such as LTE.
Support for non-3GPP networks such as EV-DO and Wi-Fi. (See section below on Wi-Fi integration).
The Serving Gateway that terminates the interface toward the 3GPP radio-access networks.
The PDN gateway that controls IP data services, does routing, allocates IP addresses, enforces policy, and provides
access for non-3GPP access networks.
The MME that supports user equipment context and identity, as well as authenticating and authorizing users.
The Policy Control and Charging Rules Function that manages QoS aspects.

QoS in EPS employs the QoS Class Identifier (QCI), a number denoting a set of transport characteristics (bearer with/
without guaranteed bit rate, priority, packet delay budget, packet error loss rate) and used to infer nodes specific
parameters that control packet forwarding treatment (such as scheduling weights, admission thresholds, queue
management thresholds, or link-layer protocol configuration). The network maps each packet flow to a single QCI value
(nine are defined in the Release 8 version of the specification) according to the level of service required by the application.
Use of the QCI avoids the transmission of a full set of QoS-related parameters over the network interfaces and reduces
the complexity of QoS negotiation. The QCI, together with Allocation Retention Priority (ARP) and, if applicable, Guaranteed
Bit Rate (GBR) and Maximum Bit Rate (MBR), determines the QoS associated to an EPS bearer. A mapping between EPS
and pre-Release 8 QoS parameters permits interworking with legacy networks.
The QoS architecture in EPC enables a number of important capabilities for both operators and users:
•
•
•

•

VoIP support with IMS. QoS is a crucial element for providing LTE/IMS voice service. (See section below on IMS).
Enhanced application performance. Applications such as gaming or video can operate more reliably.
More flexible business models. With flexible, policy-based charging control, operators and third parties will be able
to offer content in creative new ways. For example, an enhanced video stream to a user could be paid for by an
advertiser.
Congestion control. In congestion situations, certain traffic flows (bulk transfers, abusive users) can be throttled
down to provide a better user experience for others.

Table 29 shows the initial QCIs defined for LTE.130

Table 29: LTE Quality of Service
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38.

Heterogeneous

Networks and Small Cells

A fundamental concept in the evolution of next-generation networks is the blending of multiple types of networks to create
a “network of networks” characterized by:
•
•
•
•

Variations in coverage areas, including femtocells (either enterprise femtos or home femtos, called HeNBs), picocells
(also referred to as metro cells), and macro cells. Cell range can vary from 10 meters to 50 kilometers.
Different frequency bands.
Different technologies spanning Wi-Fi, 2G, 3G, 4G, and 5G.
Relaying capability in which wireless links can serve as backhaul.

Figure 86 shows how user equipment might access different network layers.
Figure 86: Load Balancing with Heterogeneous Networks131

HetNets will allow significant capacity expansion in configurations in which operators can add picocells to coverage areas
served by macrocells, particularly if there are hot spots with higher user densities.
Small cells differentiate themselves from macrocells according to the parameters shown in Table 30.
Table 30: Small Cell Vs. Macro Cell Parameters: Typical Values
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Whether or not the small cell uses the same radio carriers as the macro cell involves multiple tradeoffs. In Figure 87
Scenario 1, the small cells and macro cell use different radio carriers, the two not interfering with each other. Although
this configuration requires more spectrum, the small cells are able to cover larger areas than if they were deployed using
the same radio carrier as the macro. This configuration supports medium-to-high penetration levels of small cells, allowing
the network to reach huge capacity.
In Scenario 2, the small cells and macro cells use the same radio carrier, accommodating operators with more limited
spectrum, but the network must manage interference using the techniques discussed below. Operators must carefully
manage small-cell transmission power in this configuration.

Figure 87: Scenarios for Radio Carriers in Small Cells

In Scenario 3, the small cells use a straddled radio carrier, accommodating operators with more spectrum, but the
network still needs to manage interference using techniques discussed below. Compared with a shared carrier
configuration, this configuration has benefits similar to dedicated carriers in terms of radio-parameter planning and
reduced interference.
Figure 88 shows two different traffic distribution scenarios, with a uniform distribution of devices in the first and higher
densities serviced by picocells in the second. The second scenario can result in significant capacity gains as well as
improved user throughput.

Figure 88: Different Traffic Distributions Scenarios
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One vendor calculated expected HetNet gains assuming no eICIC, no picocell range extension, and no eICIC. For the
case of four picocells without picocell range extension and uniform user distribution, the median-user-throughput
gain compared with a macro-only configuration was 85%. For a similar case of four picocells but using a hotspot user
distribution, the gain was much higher, 467%.132 Additional gains will occur with picocell range extension.
Expected picocell gains rise proportionally to the number of picocells, so long as a sufficient number of UEs connect to the
picocells.
Release 10 and Release 11 added enhanced support to manage the interference in the HetNet scenario in the
time domain with Enhanced Inter-cell Interference Coordination (eICIC) and Further Enhanced Intercell Interference
Coordination (feICIC), as well as in the frequency domain with carrier-aggregation-based ICIC.
HetNet capability keeps becoming more sophisticated through successive 3GPP releases as summarized in Table 31.

Table 31: 3GPP HetNet Evolution

39. Enhanced Intercell Interference Coordination
Significant challenges must be addressed in these heterogeneous networks. One is near-far effects, in which local smallcell signals can easily interfere with macro cells if they are using the same radio carriers.
Interference management is of particular concern in HetNets since, by design, coverage areas of small coverage cells
overlap with the macro cell. Beginning with Release 10, eICIC introduces an approach of almost-blank subframes by which
subframe transmission can be muted to prevent interference. Figure 89 illustrates eICIC for the macro layer and pico layer
coordination. If a UE is on a picocell but in a location where it is sensitive to interference from the macro layer, the macro
layer can mute its transmission during specific frames when the pico layer is transmitting.

Figure 89: Example of Enhanced Intercell Interference Coordination133
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LTE can also combine eICIC with interference-cancellation-based devices to minimize the harmful effects of interference
between picocells and macro cells.
Figure 90 shows one 4G America member’s analysis of anticipated median throughput gains using picocells and Release
11 Further Enhanced ICIC.

Figure 90: Median Throughput Gains in Hotspot Scenarios134

FeICIC is also beneficial in non-hotspot scenarios. In the case of a uniform distribution of picocells, this same 5G Americas
member estimates a 130% gain from FeICIC for an eight picocell per macro-cell scenario, increasing capacity from a factor
of 3.3 for the picocells alone to a factor of 7.6 with the addition of FeICIC.135
Further insight is available from Figure 91, which shows 5 percentile and 50 percentile throughput with and without eICIC
under different conditions of range extension and almost blanked subframes.

Figure 91: User Throughput Performance With/Without eICIC for Dynamic Traffic vs. Average Offered Load per Macro Cell
Area136

The muting of certain subframes in eICIC is dynamic and depends on identifying, on a per user basis, whether an
interfering cell’s signal exceeds a threshold relative to the serving cell signal. Coordinating muting among small cells can
be complicated because a small cell can simultaneously be an interferer while serving a UE that is a victim of another cell.
The network must therefore coordinate muting among multiple small cells.
Figure 92 below at left shows user throughput gains of time domain interference relative to network load. Throughput
gains are higher at higher network loads because of more active users and the higher likelihood of interference between
the small cells.
Figure 92 below at right shows the maximum muting ratio, which increases with higher network load.
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Figure 92: Throughput Gain of Time-Domain Interference Coordination137

Another approach for addressing inter-layer interference cancellation in HetNets can come from carrier aggregation with
no further additions or requirements and realizable with Release 10 LTE networks. Consider the scenario in Figure 93,
in which both the macro eNB and the pico eNB are allocated two component carriers (namely CC1 and CC2). The idea is
to create a “protected” component carrier for downlink control signals and critical information (Physical Downlink Control
Channel, system information, and other control channels) while data can be conveniently scheduled on both component
carriers through cross-carrier scheduling.

Figure 93: Carrier-Aggregation Based ICIC138

CC1 is the primary component carrier for the macro cell, while CC2 is the primary for the picocell; hence the protected
carriers are CC1 for the macro cell and CC2 for the picocell. The macro cell allocates a lower transmission power for its
secondary CC in order to reduce interference to the picocell’s primary component carrier. The network can schedule data
on both the primary and secondary component carriers. In the figure, users in the cell range expansion (CRE) zone can
receive data via cross-carrier scheduling from the secondary CC at subcarrier frequencies on which interference from
the other cell can be reduced if the cells exchange appropriate signaling over what is called an “X2 interface.” Users
operating close to the eNodeBs can receive data from both component carriers as their interference levels will hopefully
be lower. Therefore, a CA-capable receiver will enjoy the enhanced throughput capabilities of carrier aggregation, while
simultaneously receiving extra protection for control and data channels at locations with potentially high inter-layer
interference.
Thus, carrier aggregation can be a useful tool for deployment of heterogeneous networks without causing a loss of
bandwidth. These solutions, however, do not scale well (in Release 10 systems) to small system bandwidths (say, 3+3
MHz or 1.4+1.4 MHz radio carriers) because control channels occupy a high percentage of total traffic. Additionally,
interference between the cell reference signals (CRS) would also be significant.
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40. Dual Connectivity
A major enhancement in Release 12 is a UE being served at the same time by both a macro cell and a small cell operating
at different carrier frequencies, a capability called dual connectivity and illustrated in Figure 94. Data first reaches the
macro eNodeB and is split, with part of it transmitted from the macro and the balance sent via an X2 interface to the
small cell for transmission to the UE.

Figure 94: Dual Connectivity139

Figure 95 shows throughput gains of dual connectivity at 5 percentile and 50 percentile (median) levels relative to the
load on the network and different degrees of latency in the X2 interface. Benefits are higher with lower network load and
with lower X2 latency.

Figure 95: Dual Connectivity User Throughput140
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41. Internet of Things and Machine to Machine
Anticipating huge growth in machine-to-machine communications, Release 11 added a Machine Type Communications
(MTC) Interworking Function and Service Capability Server. Release 12 defined a category 0 device designed to deliver
low cost through a single antenna design and other simplifications.141 Release 13 went even further, with a category M-1
architecture that further reduces cost, improves range, and extends battery life. Category 13 also added Narrowband-IoT
capability with Category NB-1 and an IoT solution for GSM, called “EC-GSM-IoT,” that extends coverage by 20 dB. Category
M-1 and NB-IoT devices could achieve battery life as high as 10 years.
Figure 96 depicts the methods used to reduce cost in a Category M device compared with a Category 4 device.

Figure 96: Means of Achieving Lower Cost in IoT Devices142

Table 32 summarizes the features of different LTE IoT devices based on 3GPP Release.

Table 32: Summary of IoT Features in LTE Devices
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42. Cloud Radio-Access Network (RAN)
and Network Virtualization for LTE
Still in the early stages of development, cloud RAN (C-RAN) is a distributed architecture in which multiple remote radio
heads connect to a “cloud” that consists of a farm of baseband processing nodes. This approach can improve centralized
processing, as is needed for CoMP, centralized scheduling, and Multiflow, without the need to exchange information
among many access nodes. The performance of both LTE and HSPA technologies could be enhanced by the application of
cloud RAN architectures. The term “fronthauling” has been used to describe the transport of “raw” radio signals to central
processing locations, such as between the Physical Network Function (PNF) and a Virtual Network Function (VNF). The
fronthaul is the connection layer between a baseband unit pool and a set of remote radio units (RRU), providing highbandwidth links to handle the requirements of multiple RRUs.
This architecture, shown in Figure 97, comes at the cost of requiring high-speed, low-latency backhaul links between
these radio heads and the central controller. One vendor states that carrying 10+10 MHz of LTE with 2X2 MIMO requires
2.5 Gbps of bandwidth and imposes less than 0.1 msec of delay.144 A standard called “Common Public Radio Interface”
(CPRI) addresses generic formats and protocols for such a high-speed link. ETSI has also developed the Open Radio
Equipment Interface (ORI). The feasibility of cloud RAN depends to a large extent on the cost and availability of fiber links
between the remote radio heads and the centralized baseband processing location.
Unlike virtualizing the EPC, in which the entirety of the function can be virtualized, cloud RAN needs a PNF that terminates
the RF interface. Cloud RAN therefore requires a split to be defined within the RAN. As a consequence, initial deployments
of cloud RAN have looked to ruse the CPRI interface between the RRH and the baseband unit.

Figure 97: Potential Cloud RAN Approach

The next evolutionary step after centralizing baseband processing is to virtualize the processing by implementing the
functions in software on commodity computing platforms, thus abstracting the functions from any specific hardware
implementation.
C-RANs can vary by the extent of coverage, ranging from being highly localized and operating across a small number of
sites to metropolitan-wide solutions. Other variables include existing deployments versus greenfield situations, new LTE
and 5G technologies versus integrating legacy 2G and 3G technologies and integrating Wi-Fi. Greater scope increases
complexity but yields benefits including better load-balancing and greater flexibility in spectrum re-farming.
Another design choice, as detailed in Table 33, is whether to centralize Layer 1 and Layer 2 functions (an RF-PHY split), or
whether to keep Layer 1 at the base stations and centralize only Layer 2 (a PHY-MAC split).
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Table 33 Partially Centralized Versus Fully Centralized C-RAN

In the past, RAN and core networks have been distinct entities, but over the next decade, the two may merge with more
centralized, virtualized, and cloud-driven approaches.
Another form of virtualization is software-defined networking, an emerging trend in both wired and wireless networks.
For cellular, SDN promises to reduce OPEX costs, simplify the introduction of new services, and improve scalability; all
major infrastructure vendors are involved. The Open Networking Foundation explains that an SDN decouples the control
and data planes, centralizing network state and intelligence, while abstracting the underlying network infrastructure from
applications.145 Virtualization of network functions will be a complex, multi-year undertaking and will occur in stages, as
shown in Figure 98.

Figure 98: Software-Defined Networking and Cloud Architectures146
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Although some operators implemented virtualization for their LTE networks, 5G networks facilitate virtualization and will
drive widespread adoption of virtualization and cloud architectures. Refer to the section, “Virtualization and Cloud Native”
in Cellular Communications in a 5G Era white paper for further details.

43. Other Unlicensed Spectrum Integration
See the earlier section in this report on unlicensed spectrum integration, which includes a discussion of LTE-U, LTE-LAA,
MulteFire, LWA, LWIP, and RCLWI. This section covers integration approaches other than these.
3GPP has evolved its thinking on how best to integrate Wi-Fi with 3GPP networks. At the same time, the Wi-Fi Alliance and
other groups have also addressed hotspot roaming, namely the ability to enable an account with one public Wi-Fi network
provider to use the services of another provider that has a roaming arrangement with the first provider.
The multiple attempts to make Wi-Fi networks universally available have made for a confusing landscape of integration
methods, which this section attempts to clarify. Most integration today is fairly loose, meaning that either a device
communicates data via the cellular connection or via Wi-Fi. If via Wi-Fi, the connection is directly to the internet and
bypasses the operator core network. In addition, any automatic handover to hotspots occurs only between the operator
cellular network and operator-controlled hotspots. The goals moving forward are to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Support roaming relationships so that users can automatically access Wi-Fi hotspots operated by other entities.
Enable automatic connections so that users do not have to enter usernames and passwords. In most cases, this will
mean authentication based on SIM credentials.
Provide secure communications on the radio link as provided by the IEEE 802.11i standard.
Allow policy-based mechanisms that define the rules by which devices connect to various Wi-Fi networks.
Enable simultaneous connections to both cellular and Wi-Fi, with control over which applications use which
connections.
Support different types of Wi-Fi deployments, including third-party access points and carrier access points.

44. Release 6 I-WLAN
3GPP Release 6 was the first release to offer the option of integrating Wi-Fi in a feature called “Interworking WLAN”
(I-WLAN), using a separate IP address for each network type.

45. Release 8 Dual Stack Mobile IPv6 and Proxy Mobile IPv6
3GPP Release 8 specified Wi-Fi integration with the EPC using two different approaches: host-based mobility with
Dual Stack Mobile IPv6 (DSMIPv6) in the client, and network-based mobility with Proxy Mobile IPv6 (PMIPv6) using an
intermediary node called an “Enhanced Packet Data Gateway” (ePDG).147 This method is intended for untrusted (noncarrier-controlled) Wi-Fi networks.

46. Release 11 S2a-based Mobility over GTP
Release 11, however, implements a new and advantageous approach as shown in Figure 99, one that eliminates the
ePDG. Called “S2a-based Mobility over GTP” (SaMOG), a trusted WLAN Access Gateway connects to multiple 3GPPcompliant access points. Traffic can route directly to the internet or traverse the packet core. This method is intended for
trusted (carrier-controlled) Wi-Fi networks.
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Figure 99: Release 11 SaMOG-based Wi-Fi Integration

Release 12 improves SaMOG capabilities in Enhanced SaMOG, in which UEs can:
•
•
•
•
•

Request the connectivity type.
Indicate the Access Point Name (APN) to establish PDN connectivity.
Request to hand over an existing PDN connection.
Establish multiple PDN connections in parallel over the WLAN.
Establish a non-seamless WLAN offload connection in parallel to a Packet Data Network connection over WLAN.

47. Multipath TCP
A new method for potentially integrating Wi-Fi and 3GPP networks is based on work by the Internet Engineering Taskforce
(IETF). Called “Multipath TCP,” the approach allows a TCP connection to occur simultaneously over two different paths. The
advantages of this approach include higher speeds by aggregating links and not requiring any special provisions for linklayer handovers.
The IETF has published an experimental specification, Request for Comments 6824: CP Extensions for
Multipath Operation with Multiple Addresses, which explains this approach. The IETF is also specifying Multipath
QUIC.

48. ANDSF
Another relevant specification is 3GPP Access Network Discovery and Selection Function (ANDSF), which provides
mechanisms by which mobile devices can know where, when, and how to connect to non-3GPP access networks, such as
Wi-Fi.148 ANDSF operates independently of SaMOG or other ways that Wi-Fi networks might be connected.
ANDSF functionality increases with successive 3GPP versions, as summarized in Table 34.
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Table 34: ANDSF Policy Management Objects and 3GPP Releases149

49. Bidirectional Offloading Challenges
Eventually, operators will be able to closely manage user mobile broadband and Wi-Fi connections, dynamically selecting
a particular network for a user based on real-time changes in loads and application requirements. Work is occurring in
Release 12 to define parameters that would control switching from LTE to Wi-Fi or from Wi-Fi to LTE.150
Bidirectional offloading, however, creates various challenges, as shown in Figure 100 and discussed below.

Figure 100: Bidirectional Offloading Challenges
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Premature Wi-Fi Selection. As Wi-Fi-capable devices move into Wi-Fi coverage, they can prematurely reselect to
Wi-Fi without comparative evaluation of existing cellular and incoming Wi-Fi capabilities, possibly resulting in the
degradation of the end user experience. Real-time throughput-based traffic steering can mitigate this effect.
Unhealthy choices. In a mixed network of LTE, HSPA, and Wi-Fi, reselection can occur due to a strong Wi-Fi network
signal even though the network is under heavy load. The resulting “unhealthy” choice degrades the end user
experience because the performance on the cell edge of a lightly loaded cellular network may be superior to that of
the heavily loaded Wi-Fi network. Real-time load-based traffic steering can be beneficial in this scenario.
Lower capabilities. In some cases, selection to a Wi-Fi network may result in reduced performance even if it offers
a strong signal because of other factors, such as lower-bandwidth backhaul. Evaluation of criteria beyond wireless
capabilities prior to access selection can improve this circumstance.
Ping-Pong. Ping-ponging between Wi-Fi and cellular, especially if both offer similar signal strengths, can also degrade
the user experience. Hysteresis approaches, similar to those used in cellular inter-radio transfer, can better manage
transfer between Wi-Fi and cellular accesses.

3GPP RAN2 is discussing real-time or near-real-time methods to address the challenges discussed above.

50. Other Integration Technologies
(SIPTO, LIPA, IFOM, MAPCON)
Release 10 defines additional options for Wi-Fi integration, including Selected IP Traffic Offload (SIPTO), Local IP Access
(LIPA), Multi-Access PDN Connectivity (MAPCON), and IP Flow and Seamless Offload (IFOM).
SIPTO is mostly a mechanism to offload traffic that does not need to flow through the core, such as internet-destined
traffic. SIPTO can operate on a home femtocell, or it can operate in the macro network.
Local IP Access (LIPA) provides access to local networks, useful with femtocells that normally route all traffic back to
the operator network. With LIPA, the UE in a home environment can access local printers, scanners, file servers, media
servers, and other resources.
IFOM, as shown in Figure 101, enables simultaneous cellular and Wi-Fi connections, with different traffic flowing over
the different connections. A Netflix movie could stream over Wi-Fi, while a VoIP call might flow over the cellular-data
connection. IFOM requires the UE to implement Dual Stack Mobile IPv6 (DSMIPv6).

Figure 101: 3GPP IP Flow and Seamless Mobility
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Similar to IFOM, Release 10 feature MAPCON allows multiple simultaneous PDN connections (each with a separate APN),
such as Wi-Fi and 3GPP radio access. The UE uses separate IP addresses for each connection but does not need Dual
Stack Mobile IPv6 (DSMIPv6).

51. Hotspot 2.0
Developed by the Wi-Fi Alliance, Hotspot 2.0 specifications, also called “Next Generation Hotspot,” facilitate Wi-Fi roaming.
Using the IEEE 802.11u standard that allows devices to determine what services are available from an access point,
Hotspot 2.0 simplifies the process by which users connect to hotspots, automatically identifying roaming partnerships and
simplifying authentication and connections, as shown in Figure 102.151 It also provides for encrypted communications over
the radio link.152

Figure 102: Roaming Using Hotspot 2.0

Using IEEE 802.11u, devices can determine what roaming relationships an access point supports and can then
securely connect to the Wi-Fi network using one of these roaming arrangements, as shown in Figure 103. Hotspot 2.0
authentication is based on the Extended Authentication Protocol (EAP) using SIM credentials. There are plans to enhance
the Hotspot 2.0 protocols in Phase 2, which will define online signup to enable non-SIM-based devices to easily and
securely register for services. The Wi-Fi Alliance began a Hotspot 2.0 certification process for devices and access points in
June 2012 and uses the designation “Wi-Fi Certified Passpoint” for compliant devices.

Figure 103: Hotspot 2.0 Connection Procedure
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Release 2 of Passpoint, available in 2014, added immediate account provisioning, which facilitates a user establishing an
account at the point of access. The new version also provides for policies to be downloaded from the network operator;
these policies control network selection priorities when multiple networks are available.

52. Self-Organizing Networks (SON)
As the number of base stations increase through denser deployments and through deployment of femtocells and
picocells, manual configuration and maintenance of this infrastructure becomes impractical. With SON, base stations
organize and configure themselves by communicating with one another and with the core network. SONs can also selfheal in failure situations.
3GPP began standardization of self-optimization and self-organization in Releases 8 and 9, a key goal being support of
multi-vendor environments. Successive releases have augmented SON capabilities.
Features being defined in SON include:
• Automatic inventory
• Automatic software download
• Automatic neighbor relation
• Automatic physical Cell ID assignment
• Mobility robustness/handover optimization
• Random access channel optimization
• Load-balancing optimization
• Inter-cell interference coordination (ICIC) management
• Enhanced inter-cell interference coordination (eICIC) management
• Coverage and capacity optimization
• Cell outage detection and compensation
• Self-healing functions
• Minimization of drive testing
• Energy savings
• Coordination among various SON functions
3GPP categorizes SON as centralized, distributed, or hybrid, which is a combination of centralized and distributed
approaches.
In a centralized architecture, SON algorithms operate on a central network management system or central SON server. In
contrast, in a distributed approach, the SON algorithms operate at the eNBs, which make autonomous decisions based on
local measurements as well as from other nearby eNBs received via an X2 interface that interconnects eNBs.
The distributed architecture permits faster and easier deployment but is not necessarily as efficient or as consistent in
operation, especially in multi-vendor infrastructure deployments.
In a hybrid approach, shown in Figure 104, SON algorithms operate both at the eNB and at a central SON server, with
the server supplying values of initial parameters, for example. The eNBs may then update and refine those parameters in
response to local measurements.
The hybrid approach resolves deployment scenarios that cannot be resolved by dSON, for example, cases such as:
•
•
•

No X2 interface between the eNBs.
Multi-vendor deployment with different dSON algorithms.
Multi-technology load balancing and user steering.
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Figure 104: Hybrid SON Architecture153

With increasing numbers of macro cells and small cells, interference opportunities increase as well. Optimizing power
settings through intelligent power management algorithms is crucial for maximum efficiency with the least amount of
interference, including pilot pollution. Pilot pollution can result in low data rates and ping-pong handovers due to channel
fading. A hybrid SON approach is well suited for optimized power management.

53. IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS)
IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) is a service platform for IP multimedia applications: video sharing, PoC, VoIP, streaming
video, interactive gaming, and others. IMS by itself does not provide all these applications. Rather, it provides a framework
of application servers, subscriber databases, and gateways to make them possible. The exact services will depend
on cellular operators and the application developers that make these applications available to operators. The primary
application today, however, is VoLTE. 5G networks will also use IMS, making 5G simply another access network for IMS.154
The core networking protocol used within IMS is Session Initiation Protocol (SIP), which includes the companion Session
Description Protocol (SDP) used to convey configuration information such as supported voice codecs. Other protocols
include Real Time Transport Protocol (RTP) and Real Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP) for transporting actual sessions. The
QoS mechanisms in UMTS will be an important component of some IMS applications.
Although originally specified by 3GPP, numerous other organizations around the world are supporting IMS. These include
the IETF, which specifies key protocols such as SIP, and the Open Mobile Alliance, which specifies end-to-end, servicelayer applications. Other organizations supporting IMS include the GSMA, ETSI, CableLabs, 3GPP2, The Parlay Group, the
ITU, American National Standards Institute, the Telecoms and Internet Converged Services and Protocols for Advanced
Networks (TISPAN), and the Java Community Process (JCP).
IMS is relatively independent of the radio-access network and can, and likely will, be used by other radio-access
networks or wireline networks. Other applications include picture and video sharing that occur in parallel with voice
communications. Operators looking to roll out VoIP over networks will use IMS. For example, VoLTE depends on IMS
infrastructure. 3GPP initially introduced IMS in Release 5 and has enhanced it in each subsequent specification release.
As shown in Figure 105, IMS operates just outside the packet core.
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Figure 105: IP Multimedia Subsystem

The benefits of using IMS include handling all communication in the packet domain, tighter integration with the internet,
and a lower cost infrastructure based on IP building blocks for both voice and data services.
IMS applications can reside either in the operator’s network or in third-party networks including those of enterprises.
By managing services and applications centrally—and independently of the access network—IMS can enable network
convergence. This allows operators to offer common services across 3G, Wi-Fi, and wireline networks.
Service Continuity, defined in Release 8, provided for a user’s entire session to continue seamlessly as the user moves
from one access network to another. Release 9 expanded this concept to allow sessions to move across different device
types. For example, the user could transfer a video call in midsession from a mobile phone to a large-screen TV, assuming
both have an IMS appearance in the network.
Release 8 introduced the IMS Centralized Services (ICS) feature, which allows for IMS-controlled voice features to use
either packet-switched or circuit-switched access.
Given that LTE operators will integrate their 5G networks with their current LTE networks, operators are likely to keep using
IMS in conjunction with LTE for their voice and other services that use IMS, even as they begin deploying 5G.

54. Broadcast/Multicast Services
An important capability for 3G and evolved 3G systems is broadcasting and multicasting, wherein multiple users receive
the same information using the same radio resource. This creates a more efficient approach to deliver video when
multiple users desire the same content simultaneously. In a broadcast, every subscriber unit in a service area receives
the information, whereas in a multicast, only users with subscriptions receive the information. Service areas for both
broadcast and multicast can span either the entire network or a specific geographical area. Potential applications
include sporting events, select news, venue-specific (shopping mall, museum) information, and even delivery of software
upgrades. Giving users the ability to store and replay select content could further expand the scope of applications.
3GPP defined highly efficient broadcast/multicast capabilities for UMTS in Release 6 with MBMS. Release 7 defined
optimizations through a feature called multicast/broadcast, single-frequency network operation that involves
simultaneous transmission of the exact waveform across multiple cells. This enables the receiver to constructively
superpose multiple MBMS Single Frequency Network (SFN), or MBSFN, cell transmissions. The result is highly efficient,
WCDMA-based broadcast transmission technology that matches the benefits of OFDMA-based broadcast approaches.
LTE also has a broadcast/multicast capability called eMBMS. OFDM is particularly well suited for efficient broadcasting,
as shown in Figure 106, because the mobile system can combine the signal from multiple base stations, also an MBSFN
approach, and because of the narrowband nature of OFDM. Normally, these signals would interfere with one another.
The single frequency network is a cluster of cells that transmit the same content synchronously with a common carrier
frequency.
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Figure 106: OFDM Enables Efficient Broadcasting155

Despite various broadcast technologies being available, market adoption to date has been relatively slow. Internet trends
have favored unicast approaches, with users viewing videos of their selection on demand, but there is increasing interest
in using eMBMS with LTE to alleviate capacity demands.

55. Backhaul
Connecting sites to core networks remains a challenge, whether for small cells or macro cells, especially as networks
need to deliver higher bandwidth. Fiber is the gold standard, but it is not available everywhere and can be expensive, so
operators use a combination of wired and wireless links.
Today’s backhaul requirements for LTE can range from 1 to 10 Gbps. By 2020, backhaul requirements could exceed 10
Gbps.156 5G fronthauling using the enhanced common public radio interface requires 25 Gbps capability, so sites may
need connectivity to scale to 100 GE.157
Table 35 and Table 36 summarize the methods and capabilities of the various available approaches.

Table 35: Wired Backhaul Methods and Capabilities158
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Table 36: Wireless Backhaul Methods and Capabilities159

57. Remote SIM Provisioning
The GSM Association (GSMA) is developing specifications that make it possible for consumers to purchase unprovisioned
devices, select the operator of their choice and then download the subscriber identity module (SIM) application into the
device.160 This capability benefits devices such as watches, health bands, health monitors, and other small connected
items.
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Acronyms
1G: First Generation

BFD: Beam Failure Detection

EGPRS: Enhanced General Packet
Radio Service

1xEV-DO: One Carrier Evolution, Data
Optimized

bps: Bits per Second

1XRTT: One Carrier Radio
Transmission Technology

BTS: Base Transceiver Station

eICIC: Enhanced Inter-Cell
Interference Coordination

2G: Second Generation
3G: Third Generation (meeting
requirements set forth by the ITU
IMT project)
3GPP: Third Generation Partnership
Project
3GPP2: Third Generation
Partnership Project 2
4G: Fourth Generation (meeting
requirements set forth by the ITU
IMT- Advanced project)
5GAA: 5GAA Automotive Association
5GC: 5G Core
5G-NGC: 5G Next Generation Core
5QI: 5G QoS Identifier
ACK: Acknowledgment
AGW: Access Gateway
AF: Application Functions
AMF: Access and Mobility
Management Function
AMPS: Advanced Mobile Phone
Service
AMR: Adaptive Multi Rate

BWP: Bandwidth Part
CBRS: Citizens Broadband Radio
Service
CDMA: Code Division Multiple
Access
CL: Closed Loop
CL-SM: Closed Loop Spatial
Multiplexing

AUL: Autonomous Uplink
AWGN: Additive White Gaussian
Noise Channel
AWS: Advanced Wireless Services

eNB: Evolved Node B
EPC: Evolved Packet Core

ePDG: Enhanced Packet Data
Gateway

CP: Control Plane

EPS: Evolved Packet System

CP: Cyclic Prefix

eSaMOG: Enhanced S2a-based
Mobility over GTP

CPRI: Common Public Radio
Interface

ETSI: European Telecommunications
Standards Institute

C-RAN: Cloud Radio Access Network

EVS: Enhanced Voice Services
(codec)

CRS: Cell-specific Reference Signal
CS: Convergence Sublayer
CSFB: Circuit-Switched Fallback
CU: Centralized Unit
C-V2X: Cellular Vehicle-to-Everything

dB: Decibel

ASN.1: Abstract Syntax Notation One

eLAA: Enhanced Licensed-Assisted
Access

COT: Channel Occupancy Time

ANDSF: Access Network Discovery
and Selection Function.

ARP: Allocation Retention Priority

EAP: Extensible Authentication
Protocol

eMBB: Enhanced Mobile Broadband

AMR-WB: Adaptive Multi-Rate
Wideband

APN: Access Point Name

eNodeB: Evolved Node B

CoMP: Coordinated Multi Point

D-AMPS: Digital Advanced Mobile
Phone Service

API: Application Programming
Interface

eMBMS: Enhanced Multimedia
Broadcast Multicast Services

DU: Distributed Unit
DL: Downlink
DSMIPv6: Dual Stack Mobile IPv6
DSS: Dynamic Spectrum Sharing

EV-DO: Evolution, Data Optimized
EVRC: Enhanced Variable Rate
Codec
FCC: Federal Communications
Commission
FDD: Frequency Division Duplex
feICIC: Further enhanced ICIC
FTP: File Transfer Protocol
GB: Gigabyte
Gbps: Gigabits Per Second
GBR: Guaranteed Bit Rate
GByte: Gigabyte
GHz: Gigahertz

DRX: Discontinuous Reception

gNB: NR NodeB

EC-GSM: Extended Coverage GSM

GNSS: Global Navigation Satellite
System

EDGE: Enhanced Data Rates for
GSM Evolution

GPRS: General Packet Radio Service
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Acronyms
GSM: Global System for Mobile
Communications

ITU: International
Telecommunication Union

ms: Millisecond

GSMA: GSM Association

JR: Joint Reception

MSC: Mobile Switching Center

GTP: GPRS Tunneling Protocol

JT: Joint Transmission

MTC: Machine Type Communications

HARQ: Hybrid Automatic Repeat
Request

Kbps: Kilobits Per Second
kHz: Kilohertz

MTC-IWF: Machine-Type
Communications Interworking
Function (MTC-IWF)

km: Kilometer

msec: Millisecond

HD: High Definition
HetNet: heterogeneous network
Hr.: Hour
HSDPA: High Speed Downlink Packet
Access
HSPA: High Speed Packet Access
(HSDPA with HSUPA)
HSPA+: HSPA Evolution
HSUPA: High Speed Uplink Packet
Access
Hz: Hertz
IAB: Integrated Access and Backhaul
ICIC: Inter-Cell Interference
Coordination
ICN: Information-Centric Networking
IEEE: Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers
IETF: Internet Engineering Taskforce

LAA: License-Assisted Access
LBT: Listen-Before-Talk

MU-MIMO: Multi-User MIMO
MUST: Downlink Multiuser
Superposition Transmission

LPP: LTE Positioning Protocol

NAICS: Network-Assisted
Interference Cancellation and
Suppression

LTE: Long Term Evolution

NAK: Negative Acknowledgment

LTE-A: LTE-Advanced

NB-IoT: Narrowband Internet of
Things

LTE-TDD: LTE Time Division Duplex

NF: Network Function

LTE-U: LTE-Unlicensed

NGC: Next Generation Core

LSTI: LTE/SAE Trial Initiative

NG-RAN: New Generation Radio
Access Network

LIPA: Local IP Access

LWA: LTE Wi-Fi Aggregation
LWIP: LTE WLAN Radio Level
Integration with IPsec Tunnel
M2M: Machine to machine
MAC: Medium-Access Control

IFFT: Inverse Fast Fourier Transform

MAPCON: Multi-Access PDN
Connectivity

IFOM: IP Flow and Seamless Offload

MB: Megabyte

IM: Instant Messaging

MBMS: Multimedia Broadcast/
Multicast Service

IMS: IP Multimedia Subsystem

Mbps: Megabits Per Second

IMT: International Mobile
Telecommunications
IMT: Advanced - International Mobile
Telecommunications-Advanced
IRC: Interference Rejection
Combining
IoT: Internet of Things
IP: Internet Protocol

MBSFN: Multicast/broadcast, Single
Frequency

IR: Incremental Redundancy

MME: Mobile Management Entity

ISD: Inter-site Distance

MS: Mobile Station

NMT: Nordic Mobile Telephone
NR: New Radio
NR-U: New Radio Unlicensed
NSA: Non-Standalone
OFDM: Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiplexing
OFDMA: Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiple Access
PA: Priority Access
PAR: Peak to Average Ratio
PCF: Policy Control Function
PCRF: Policy Control and Charging
Rules Function

MHz: Megahertz

PDCCH: Physical Downlink Control
Channel

MIMO: Multiple Input Multiple
Output

PDCP: Packet Data Convergence
Protocol

MMSE: Minimum Mean Square Error

PDN: Packet Data Network
PDSCH: Physical Downlink Shared
Channel
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Acronyms
PHY: Physical Layer

sec: Second

PoC: Push-to-Talk Over Cellular

SFN: Single Frequency Network

PSH: Packet Switched Handover

SGSN: Serving GPRS Support Node

PSK: Phase-Shift Keying

SIM: Subscriber Identity Module

PUSCH: Physical Uplink Shared
Channel

SIMO: Single Input Multiple Output

QAM: Quadrature Amplitude
Modulation

SINR: Signal to Interference Plus
Noise Ratio

QCI: Quality of Service Class
Identifier

SIPTO: Selected IP Traffic Offload

QoS: Quality of Service
QPSK: Quadrature Phase Shift
Keying
QUIC: Quick UDP Internet
Connections.

SMS: Short Message Service

SON: Self-Organizing Network

RCLWI: RAN Controlled LTE WLAN
Interworking

SRS: Sounding Reference signal

RCS: Rich Communications Suite

SSB: Synchronization Signal Blocks

REST: Representational State
Transfer

SU-MIMO: Single User MIMO

RRH: Remote Radio Head

TD: Transmit Diversity

TDMA: Time Division Multiple Access

RS: Reference Signal
RSRP: Reference Signal Received
Power

TD-CDMA: Time Division Code
Division Multiple Access

SA: Standalone

THz: Terahertz

SAE: System Architecture Evolution

TRP: Time Relative Positioning

SaMOG: S2a-based Mobility over
GTP

TTI: Transmission Time Interval

SBA: Service-Based Architecture
SC-FDMA: Single Carrier Frequency
Division Multiple Access
SCS: Subcarrier Spacing

V2X: Vehicle-to-Anything

VDSL: Very-High-Bit-Rate DSL

VoIP: Voice over Internet Protocol

VoLGA: Voice over LTE Generic
Access

VoLTE: Voice over LTE

TDD: Time Division Duplex

TD-SCDMA: Time Division
Synchronous Code Division Multiple
Access

RRU: Remote Radio Unit

UTRAN: UMTS Terrestrial Radio
Access Network

SPS: Semi-Persistent Scheduling
SRIT: Set of Radio Interface
Technologies

RRC: Radio Resource Control

us: Microsecond

SNR: Signal to Noise Ratio

RAN: Radio Access Network

RF: Radio Frequency

URLLC: Ultra-Reliable and Low
Latency Communications

UE: User Equipment

WCDMA: Wideband Code Division
Multiple Access

WebRTC: Web Real-Time
Communication

Wi-Fi: Wireless Fidelity

WiMAX: Worldwide Interoperability
for Microwave Access

UL: Uplink
UMA: Unlicensed Mobile Access

SCW: Single Codeword

UMTS: Universal Mobile
Telecommunications System

SDN: Software-Defined Networking

UPF: User Plane Function

WLAN: Wireless Local Area Network

XR: Extended Reality
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Additional Information
5G Americas maintains market information, LTE deployment lists, and
numerous white papers, available for free download on its web site: http://
www.5gamericas.org.
If there are any questions regarding the download of this information, please
call +1 425 372 8922 or e-mail Anushka Bishen, Manager, Social Media and
Communications at anushka.bishen@5gamericas.org.
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